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Abstract
In the mid- to late-2000s, drilling to exploit the Marcellus Shale natural gas play began to
accelerate in the northwestern United States, specifically Pennsylvania. The sudden surge in
heavy vehicle traffic, needed to support natural gas drilling operations, on aging, rural, and
previously lightly trafficked roadways in Pennsylvania has had a variety of negative impacts,
many of which have not been quantified, raising many questions about the benefits and costs
associated with this activity. In terms of traffic safety, the question presents itself as how does the
notable change in traffic composition due to Marcellus Shale drilling activity affect crash
frequency?
This paper investigates crash frequency in Bradford County, Pennsylvania where drilling activity
began in 2007 and increased through 2010. Preliminary analysis shows increased total crashes
and heavy vehicle-related crashes after 2007, compared to previous years. Using negative
binomial and random effects negative binomial statistical models to investigate further, annual
crash frequency per municipality was used to model total crash frequency and heavy vehiclerelated crash frequency. On a municipality by municipality basis, a variable (referred to as “well
frequency”; i.e. wells per municipality) was used to estimate the amount of drilling activity for a
particular area. The negative binomial models were found to fit the observed data better when
compared to the random effects negative binomial model, which was initially considered to try to
capture variability between municipalities that was not captured otherwise. Modeling results
suggests that Bradford County experienced an increase in total crashes and heavy vehicle crashes
in the post-Marcellus period compared to the pre-Marcellus period and the presence of increasing
well frequency.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Within the last few years, the development of Marcellus Shale natural gas drilling has been a
greatly debated topic for affected states. Northern and western Pennsylvania have experienced a
boom in natural gas drilling operations since 2007. While the processes associated with drilling
are well understood, the secondary effects of this emerging industry are not. The transportation
sector in these regions has been greatly affected in terms of damage to existing infrastructure and
higher levels of truck traffic. Counties that are experiencing high concentrations of drilling
activity are often very rural with underdeveloped highway networks. Roadways that for years
were subjected to only passenger cars and light-duty trucks, now routinely experience high
volumes of tractor semi-trailers and water tanker trucks.
This sudden change in traffic composition may have an adverse effect on transportation safety
and mobility. However, little research has been done to conclusively quantify the impacts of this
increase in heavy vehicle traffic. In an effort to begin this “cost quantification,” this research will
use crash data from Adams and Bradford counties in Pennsylvania to determine if there is any
correlation between concentrations of drilling activity (wells per municipality) and heavy vehiclerelated crashes. Safety concerns could also arise from the narrow cross-sections present on much
of Bradford County’s highway network. Introducing high volumes of heavy vehicle traffic to a
narrow,
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Figure 1. Heavy vehicle-related crash frequency in
Bradford County.
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which covers the period from January 2008 to August 2011.
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Figure 2. Bradford County well permit sites (January 2008 to August 2011).

This study is an exploratory effort to assess the association between roadway crashes and
Marcellus Shale drilling activity. Primarily, this study will estimate statistical models of total and
heavy vehicle-related crash frequencies as a function of “well frequency,” traffic flow, traffic
composition, and roadway cross-section dimensions. All statistical models are developed using
crash and roadway data acquired from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, and
Marcellus Shale drilling activity data from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection. The analysis covers two-lane, undivided, rural highways in Adams and Bradford
Counties.
The process of this investigation is described in the following chapters:


Chapter 2. Literature Review - A review of current literature available pertaining to
investigating similar circumstances. This literature provides a foundation for building this
study including significant variables to consider and statistical models to apply to crash
frequency analyses.
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Chapter 3. Methodology – A discussion of the methodology to be applied for the
statistical modeling of this study. This methodology is derived from suggestions and
results of previous research discussed in Chapter 2.



Chapter 4. Data Sources – A description of the sources of data that have been acquired
and the methods used to organize those data. The process used for building the dataset is
also explained.



Chapter 5. Exploratory Analysis – A summary of findings for determining a control
county and a preliminary investigation of crash frequency prior to statistical analyses.



Chapter 6. Preliminary Modeling – A discussion of the statistical models analyzed using
the most basic variables.



Chapter 7. Modeling – A discussion of the statistical models run including any crosssection variables deemed to be significant. This section will also discuss analyses,
interpretations, and comparison of statistical models used.



Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Research – A summary of all analyses conducted and
results interpreted, finalizing with a discussion of conclusions drawn from these
interpretations. These conclusions will discuss weaknesses and strengths of the analysis
and will provide guidance for future research efforts.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
The increased national focus on transportation safety has driven research to find effective ways of
modeling crash frequency and severity. Considering the topic of this study, a search was
conducted to see if any transportation safety research was conducted related to emerging
industries similar to natural gas or oil drilling. No published research was found, so this literature
review examined general heavy vehicle-related crash frequency studies and identified applicable
statistical models to build the methodological procedure. Explanatory variables commonly
included in crash frequency or severity models were found to be geometric design features (2, 6)
and environmental considerations such as socioeconomic factors (3). Many studies have found
exposure variables to be the most significant predictors of roadway safety (3, 4, 5, 6, 8). Exposure
is often represented in terms of average annual daily traffic (AADT), vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), population, or population density. Further details pertaining to the identification of these
variables and the statistical models used are below.
2.1 Geometrics and Truck Crash Frequency
Regarding geometric design features, state transportation agencies can seek guidance for crosssection design in the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials’
(AASHTO) A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets; commonly referred to as
“the Green Book (14).” Roadway cross-section recommendations are based on design speed,
usable shoulder, and design volume, but little quantitative recommendations relating to traffic
composition exist in the policy. Highway safety effects from a newly introduced industry have
not been widely studied. Research regarding industry impacts on transportation often pertains to
pavement conditions or trip generation.
The practice of assessing a geometric design element in traffic safety is through the application of
a “crash modification factor” (CMF). With the release of the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual
(23), CMFs are the most common method of attempting to measure how certain highway
elements affect predicted crash frequency on a particular highway or street. Cross-section CMFs
currently exist for multi-lane rural highways, urban/suburban arterials, and two-lane rural
highways. These are described in more detail below.
The safety impacts of individual elements such as lane width, shoulder width, horizontal
curvature, roadside hazards, vertical grades, intersection density, and highway lighting was
assessed on rural two-lane highways (13). These CMFs are multiplied by a base function which is
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dependent on AADT and length of the segment being analyzed. Individual CMFs are indicative
of how a particular element affects highway safety.
For example, Figure 3 shows the recommended CMF for differing shoulder widths on rural twolane highways (13). The CMF pertains to single-vehicle run-off-road, multi-vehicle same
direction sideswipe, and multi-vehicle opposite-direction crashes.

Figure 3 Shoulder width crash modification factor

When considering daily traffic volumes exceeding 2,000 vehicles per day, a roadway with a 4foot wide shoulder should expect 15 percent more single-vehicle run-off-road, multiple-vehicle
same direction sideswipe, and multiple-vehicle opposite direction crashes than a roadway with a
6-foot shoulder (all other geometric and environmental elements being the same). When
considering two-lane rural highways, the Highway Safety Manual includes roadway crosssectional CMFs for:


Lane width



Shoulder type (paved/unpaved)



Shoulder width



Road side hazard rating
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An additional calculation is provided that expands the CMF to predict the total crash frequency,
regardless of crash type.
Like the shoulder width CMF, each of the geometric elements listed above have a base condition.
Predicted crash frequency is increased or decreased based on deviation from that base condition.
For greater detail on these CMFs, refer to the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual (23).
The “AASHTO Green Book” offers guidance for designing cross-section widths based on
(primarily):


functional class;



design speed;



usable shoulder width;



and design hourly volume.

Although traffic volumes are considered, there is no guidance (in terms of cross-sectional width)
provided for varying traffic compositions; notably where heavy-vehicle volumes are significant.
Acceptable levels of safety are assumed to be built within these recommended values. Zegeer,
Deen, and Mayes studied this concept by challenging the idea that “wider-is better (2).” The
study has indicated this is not necessarily true; 11-foot lane widths were shown to exhibit lower
crash rates than 12-foot lane widths. Contrary to this finding, current practice in safety analysis
still models 12-foot lane widths as exhibiting lower crash frequencies than 11-foot lane widths.
With the Green Book being intended for new construction and major reconstruction, highway
networks older than the publication’s release, like in Bradford County, were not built using the
most recent design guidelines. Further, quantitative methods, such as those found in the AASHTO
Highway Safety Manual, did not exist until recently, which did not enable comparisons of the
expected safety performance among different cross-section designs. The age of the Bradford
County’s roadway network, combined with increased heavy vehicle traffic, could present safety
concerns resulting from increases in traffic volumes, including a greater proportion of heavy
trucks in the traffic stream.
Specific geometric conditions and their effect on heavy vehicle related crash frequency was
studied by Miaou in 1994 (15). While comparing different statistical models (discussed later),
Miaou suggested that certain geometric factors affect heavy vehicle related crash frequency,
including:
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Degree of horizontal curvature – defined as the angle (in degrees) swept per 100-foot arc.
All models returned a positive coefficient for degree of curvature, indicating that
increases in this measure (i.e. sharpening a horizontal curve) will increase crash
frequency. All models used suggested that a one degree increase in curvature will
increase crash frequency between 4.5 and 11 percent.



Length of horizontal curvature interacting with degree of curvature – length defined as
the arc length (in miles) of a curve multiplied by the degree of curvature. This variable
was created to indicate curves with a degree of curvature greater than one, as well as
indicate whether the curve was greater than or less than one mile in length. Similar to
degree of curvature, all models returned positive coefficients, but at larger magnitudes.
These results suggest a more significant connection to heavy vehicle crash frequency on
longer, sharper curves (i.e. greater than one degree) as crash frequency should increase
between 20 and 35 percent for each mile increase greater than one mile.



Vertical grade – defined as percent grade. All models suggested that increasing vertical
grade is associated with an increase in expected crash frequency. Crash frequency
increases ranged from 7.5 to 10.7 percent for every one percent increase in vertical grade.



Length of grade interacting with vertical grade – defined as the horizontal distance (in
miles) for vertical grades steeper than 2 percent. This variable was created similarly to
the horizontal curve interaction variable, where the term would be indicated if the grades
were greater than 2 percent, and the length of grade was either greater than or less than 2miles. All models produced positive coefficients, suggesting that longer, steeper grades
increase the expected crash frequency. The magnitude of the coefficients was relatively
small, compared to the other variables, only increasing crash frequency between 1.5 and
3.6 percent for every one mile increase, and one percent grade increase, on vertical
grades.



Shoulder width - defined as a deviation from 12-foot “ideal” widths (i.e. for every foot
narrower than 12-feet). All models produced a positive coefficient ranging from 3.4 to
11.6 percent increases in heavy vehicle related crash frequency for every one foot
narrowing of a 12-foot shoulder.

In terms of heavy vehicle-related crash frequency, this study suggests that the most significant
association between geometric design features and expected crash frequency is the presence of
long, sharp horizontal curves. Across all models, the horizontal degree of curve-length interaction
variable yielded the greatest magnitude. The least significant geometric design feature appeared
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to be the interaction of steeper, longer vertical tangents, although the independent contribution of
vertical grade is noticeably larger (between 7.5 and 10.7 percent compared to 3.6 percent or less).
Narrower shoulders have a wide range of effects depending on the statistical analysis used, but
the longer segments suggested that (using negative binomial regression methods) a one foot
decrease in shoulder width will increase heavy vehicle-related crash frequency by approximately
8.5 percent. Exposure was captured through AADT, heavy vehicle miles traveled, and the
percentage of trucks within the traffic stream. Crash data included a five year period on mostly
rural interstates in Utah.
Mohamedshah, Paniati, and Hobeika also developed heavy vehicle-related crash frequency
models for interstates and two-lane rural roads in Utah (25). Intending to examine geometric
elements, the literature gathered for this study identified several important variables including:


Shoulder width/type



Median width/type



Average daily traffic (ADT)



Lane width



Horizontal curvature/length



Vertical grades

The study employed linear regression models to determine the association between geometric
design features and crash frequency. Linear regression models are no longer the state-of-thepractice in traffic safety modeling (see Persaud – NCHRP Synthesis 295). However, the modeling
results revealed that, for two-lane rural roads, the most significant geometric elements are
shoulder width and horizontal curvature. Unlike interstate highways, vertical grades did not have
a significant effect on heavy vehicle-related crash frequency.
Research specifically examining the effect of horizontal curvature on heavy vehicle-related crash
frequency was performed by Schneider et al. in 2009 (24). This study focused on rural two-lane
collector and arterial horizontal curves in Ohio from 2002 to 2006. Using negative binomial
regression with applied full Bayesian statistical methods, the study modeled heavy vehicle-related
crash frequency as a function of degree and length of curvature. Passenger car and heavy vehicle
ADT were both used as measures of exposure. The logarithm of the length of horizontal curve,
degree of curve, heavy vehicle ADT, and passenger car ADT were statistically significant and
had positive coefficients. Passenger ADT was the most significant variable; the researchers
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concluded that passenger car ADT volumes should be included in future heavy vehicle-related
crash frequency models.
2.2 Methodological Approaches
Lord and Mannering (5) provided an overview of statistical methodologies used in crash
frequency estimation. Issues such as shortcomings in data and the strengths and weaknesses of
commonly applied statistical models used to analyze crash-frequency data were described. Prior
to assessing different models, a series of common weaknesses that appear in crash frequency
modeling were identified, including the following:


Over/underdispersion – This refers to the variance of the crash distribution being larger
or smaller than the mean. These can violate various underlying assumptions of some
statistical models, notably Poisson regression, which assumes that the variance is equal to
the mean of the data.



Temporal and spatial correlation – This refers to unaccounted effects resulting from
proximity of observations and progression through time (if analyzing multiple time
periods), which could result in inefficient model estimates. Model efficiency refers to the
“precision” of a model estimate, or the lowest standard error among unbiased estimators
for the sample.



Low sample-mean/size – Depending on the regional level of analysis and considering the
“rarity” of crashes, certain datasets could suffer from large number of observations with
zero crashes that could bias results. Estimator bias refers to the difference between an
estimator’s expected value and its true value (i.e. over- or underestimating regression
coefficients).



Under-reporting – A detriment to nearly all crash analyses is the limited availability of
comprehensive crash reporting. This results in biased model estimates.



Omitted-variable bias – If relevant predictor or independent variables are omitted from a
model others may appear more significant and actually lead to inaccurate inferences
about the model.



Fixed parameters – This weakness refers to the notion that parameter estimates apply to
all observations within a dataset, rather than varying across observations. Again, this
could result in biased inferences.

No model discussed in this paper was suggested as the “ideal” method to develop a statistical or
econometric model of crash frequency, but the authors offered guidance as to which statistical
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modeling methods could be applied based on the available data and data structures. The most
basic crash frequency models described by the authors include the following, which represent a
logical first-step in estimating the association between roadway features and traffic crash
frequency:


Poisson regression – This is the most basic model and is easy to estimate. Its inability to
account for over/underdispersion was noted as the model’s primary weakness, since the
underlying assumption of the Poisson distribution restricts the variance to be equal to the
mean. Generally, crash data has been found to be overdispersed.



Negative binomial regression - Use of a negative binomial regression model was
considered more favorable to address overdispersion that is commonly found in crash
frequency data. Negative binomial regression cannot adequately handle underdispersed
data.

Other basic models discussed included zero-inflated Poisson/negative binomial, ConwayMaxwell-Poisson, and Gamma regression models. The zero-inflated Poisson/negative binomial
regression models address the large number of zero crash observations sometimes found in crash
frequency distributions, but are criticized in previous studies by Lord in their application to
highway safety (8). The zero-inflated models cannot properly reflect the crash-data generating
process because the zero state has a long term mean equal to zero. Lord and Mannering (5)
indicated that the Conway-Maxwell-Poisson and Gamma regression models addressed the ability
to handle both over- and underdispersion, but the authors provided no other noteworthy
advantages of using either modeling method. All models previously mentioned cannot handle
spatial or temporal correlation.
Some of the more advanced models discussed provided a solution to the effects of spatial and
temporal correlations. These include the following:


Generalized estimating equations – Applied to data with repeated measurements over
time. This method is used to address models of data that exhibit serial correlation (such as
temporal correlation). However, this correlation structure needs to be determined prior to
analysis. Four correlation structures were noted:
1. Independent – assumes that repeated observations for a subject or site (e.g, road
segment or intersection) are independent.
2. Exchangeable – assumes constant correlation between any two observations over
time.
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3. Autoregressive – weighs correlation between two observations for a subject or
site by their order of measure (time or distance).
4. Unstructured – assumes there are different correlations between any two
observations.


Random effects model – This model overcomes issues related to both spatial and
temporal correlation because common unobserved effects are assumed distributed over
time and space by some assumed distribution (e.g., Poisson or negative binomial) and
shared unobserved effects are assumed to be uncorrelated with explanatory variables. The
main weakness of this approach is that the model may be very context-specific and may
not be transferable to other datasets.



Hierarchical/multilevel models – These models account for spatial and temporal
correlation by assuming correlations exist among crashes that occur during the same year
and within the same municipality through unobserved factors. Like the random effects
models, hierarchical/multilevel models may not be transferable to other datasets and can
be difficult to interpret.

This overview of statistical models would suggest that good candidate statistical models for this
study include negative binomial regression, generalized estimating equations, and random effects
negative binomial regression. Negative binomial regression is argued to be the starting point and
comparison model to more advanced models, and its ability to handle overdispersion in crash data
is favorable. Generalized estimating equations and random effects negative binomial models take
the next step to handle the spatial and temporal correlations in crash data. Research that has
employed these methods is reviewed below.
Poisson & Negative Binomial Regression
Aguero-Valverde and Jovanis compared different spatial analysis models at the county level in
Pennsylvania (3). The need to address spatial and temporal correlation was argued because of
unobserved effects that may exist from year to year in adjacent regions. Certain characteristics
(e.g., land use, demographics, topography) could affect neighboring regions but not distant
regions within the analysis framework. Developing techniques to capture these effects was
viewed as a means of improving the predictive ability of crash frequency models. The first model
proposed used Poisson and negative binomial (NB) distributions to model crash frequencies.
These distributions are commonly used to model non-negative count data. Previous research,
including work by Shankar, Mannering, and Barfield (7), asserts that negative binomial
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distributions better represent vehicle crashes because of the Poisson’s inability to account for
overdispersion commonly exhibited in crash data.
Additional models used included Full Bayes hierarchical, conditional auto-regressive, and spacetime models. The negative binomial regression models were used as a base for the more advanced
models to be compared using methods to capture the effects of county proximity (conditional
auto-regressive) and temporal changes (repeated observations over time).
The models estimated in this study were intended to illustrate the association between
contributing factors and injury and fatal crashes. Negative binomial models included exposure
variables (vehicle miles traveled), roadway mileage, socioeconomic variables (e.g. percent of
persons under poverty), precipitation, and year indicator variables at the county level to model the
two crash severities. The Full Bayes model for each crash severity used the same variables, but
removed the statistically insignificant year indicators. The study found that, generally, the
negative binomial regression model produced more variables with statistical significance than the
Full Bayes hierarchical model. The authors attribute this finding to the Full Bayes model
capturing sources of uncertainty in spatial and temporal correlation. Although the significance of
variables decreases when compared to the negative binomial model, the authors suggest that this
significance is more accurate at representing the association of covariates with crash risk. Injury
crashes were found to be spatially correlated, but fatal crashes were not. The researchers
attributed this to the low frequency of observations since fatal crashes are relatively rare
compared to other crash severities.
Miaou and Lum investigated the relationship between geometric design elements and crash
frequency while comparing linear regression models to Poisson regression models. Geometric
elements considered in these models included segment length, horizontal curvature, vertical
grade, length of grade, and shoulder width. The study found that the Poisson regression models
outperformed linear regression models, notably by producing coefficients with expected signs.
The limitation of these Poisson models was noted as not being able to handle overdispersion
found in crash data, which would underestimate coefficients (6). An extension of this study
investigated the relationship between geometric elements and truck-related crashes (15). This
study (also by Miaou) compared the Poisson, zero-inflated Poisson, and negative binomial
regression models. Miaou concluded that Poisson regression is useful as an initial model for
developing geometric design-crash frequency relationships, but that the negative binomial models
are more effective if the data are overdispersed. The zero-inflated Poisson was suggested to
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account for underreporting of crash data (excess zeros) but interpreting the results of a zeroinflated model was found to be difficult.
Geometric design features were investigated by Shankar, Mannering, and Barfield in 1995 where
negative binomial regression models were used to assess crash frequency (7). Independent
variables used in the model included geometric factors (e.g. number of horizontal curves with a
design speed less than 70 miles per hour within segment, minimum curve radius, maximum
grade, etc.) and weather-related factors (e.g. number of rainy days, average monthly snow fall).
The findings concluded that negative binomial regression is an appropriate method to explore
crash frequency. Additionally, the study remarked how interaction variables between weather and
geometrics became statistically significant. For example, sharp horizontal curves combined with
greater amounts of snowfall were found to contribute to higher expected crash frequencies.
Amoros, Martin, and Laumon, studied crash frequency at the county level in France (11). Crash
frequency (specifically injury crashes) was modeled using negative binomial regression. The data
were from eight counties in the Rhône-Alpes region of France, which were analyzed for possible
risk factors in traffic safety. Independent variables used in the model included road type (i.e.
classification: motorways, national roads, county roads, local roads), exposure (total number of
kilometers travel, VKT), and county characteristics (socioeconomic variables like age,
unemployment figures, income levels, etc.). The final model included county, road type (i.e.,
proportion of travel on a given road type), year (continuous coding), and an interaction between
county and road type. Time was considered continuous because during the study period (1986 to
1993), an overall decrease in crash frequency across all counties was shown. The roadway
composition-county interaction was statistically significant for nearly all roadway types and
counties. This suggests that there are certain factors that are county-specific affecting these
differences. Suggestions for this research are to look into why these differences exist.
Noland and Quddus performed a similar study in England at the ward level (12). Again, there was
no spatial correlation (only one year of crash data was used). Like Amoros et al., negative
binomial regression was used to model fatal, major, and minor injury crashes. Factors included
land use information (e.g. employment density, percentage of urban land use), roadway
characteristics (e.g. class mileage per square meter), demographic information (e.g. age, income),
and surrogate values for traffic flow (e.g. total employment, resident population). The results
suggest that more injury crashes occur on “lower class” roadways, and fatal crashes are
unaffected by roadway characteristics. It was noted, however, that this finding may be a result of
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the way these roadway characteristics were defined in the study. The study further suggests that
the next steps in this type of analysis would be to explore spatial relationships in crash data (i.e.,
spatial correlation).

Generalized Estimating Equations
Generalized estimating equations (GEE) have been used previously by researchers to model crash
frequency data that are temporally correlated (i.e., repeated measurements). Efficient use of GEEs
requires the determination of a correlation structure to account for the relationship between
potentially correlated variables. The research described below describes the outcomes from using
different correlation structures.
Lord and Persaud detailed the use of generalized estimating equations in crash frequency
modeling to consider its capability in accounting for temporal correlation (16). This study focused
on crashes at four-legged signalized intersections in Toronto, Canada. A conventional generalized
linear model (that does not account for temporal correlation) was used as a comparison model.
This study suggested using a “working” correlation matrix that enables the procedure to converge
to the exact solution (via the statistical software used). The results revealed that not accounting
for temporal correlation does not affect the coefficient estimates, but rather “considerably
underestimates the variance of these estimates.” This is important when considering the statistical
significance of variables within a model (i.e., variables may be incorrectly retained or omitted
from a model).
Referencing this work, Donnell, Karwa, and Sathyanarayanan investigated the statistical
association between pavement marking retroreflectivity and crash frequency. Crash frequency
models were estimated using GEEs specifically to account for temporal correlation among
observations at individual roadway segments (2.5 years of crash data were used). The correlation
structure was determined by using a quasi-likelihood information criterion (QIC) developed by
Pan (28). The temporal correlation was determined to be best handled using an exchangeable
correlation structure (i.e. observations are equally correlated over time).
GEEs were further used in a study regarding crash frequency at urban roundabouts in Trento,
Italy (20). A total of 21 roundabouts were examined from 1997 to 2004 (inclusive). The use of
GEEs was found to be useful, but only after specifying the correlation structure between
observations over time. The simplest form, or the “independence structure,” assumes
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independence between all observations. This assumption is not necessarily justified when
considering the temporal correlation in crash data. Using software packages, the researchers were
able to create an unstructured working correlation matrix that allowed free estimates for
correlation among observations. This change was found to vastly improve the model, decreasing
standard errors by 20 percent when compared to the independent structure which assumes no
temporal correlation.
Estimating crash frequency with GEEs was used to examine safety on freeways in China (22).
The study argued that GEEs were beneficial to overcome overdispersion problems (assuming
negative binomial distributions) and temporal correlation problems. Like the Trento, Italy study
previously mentioned, the correlation structure needed to be altered from the independence
structure to better build the model. Using Pan’s QIC, the exchangeable correlation structure was
chosen to best fit the data.
Wang and Abdel-Aty conducted a study using GEEs to model rear-end crash frequencies at
signalized intersections to account for the temporal or spatial correlation among the data (30).
Separately analyzing spatial and temporal correlation, the correlation structure used for each as an
autoregressive structure (i.e. the further apart two observations, in either time or space, the less
correlated they are). This was determined by a comparison of cumulative residual plots in the
manner detailed by Lin, et al 2002 (25). This process computes p-values based on a sample of
10,000 simulated residual paths for models using each correlation structure. These p-values are
then used to compare model output (indirectly comparing correlation structure).
Random Effects Negative Binomial
Work examining the random effects negative binomial (RENB) model was conducted by Shankar
et al. in 1998 (9). This study specifically examined median crossover crash types in Washington
State, comparing the effectiveness of simple negative binomial versus RENB. Five years of crash
data were used to model crashes occurring on 275 sections of divided highways without median
barriers. Geometric variables considered within a section included:


maximum and minimum shoulder widths;



access control indicators;



speed limits;



truck volume percentages;



number of lanes;



number of grade breaks
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and number of horizontal curves.

Exposure was accounted for using segment length as well as average daily traffic volumes. This
study found that RENB models are advantageous if there is nothing in the data that explicitly
accounts for either spatial or temporal correlation. If there is data to account for spatial and
temporal correlations, then the RENB loses its distributional advantage, and the simpler negative
binomial model is more appropriate.
RENB was used in a study by Kweon and Kockelman pertaining to speed limit changes on
highways and possible effects on crash frequency (19). The use of RENB models performed the
best when compared to fixed effects negative binomial and random and fixed effects Poisson.
Controlling for exposure, and using many similar geometric variables previously mentioned, the
researchers again suggested that RENB was advantageous for capturing unobserved effects that
occur over time and correlation among neighboring segments.
In Singapore, RENB was used to estimate a model of crash frequency at signalized intersections
(22). Eight years of crash data (1992 to 1999, inclusive) at 52 four-legged signalized intersections
were used to estimate the model. Acknowledging the deficiencies of Poisson and negative
binomial regression models to account for spatial and temporal correlation, RENB models were
used. The conclusions reinforced the support for RENB models for crash frequency modeling as
evaluated through the ratio of log-likelihood index (ρ2) and ratio of log-likelihood R2
2.3 Summary of Literature
The above review was intended to identify variables that are known to be associated with truckrelated crash frequency on two-lane rural highways and the statistical models that can
appropriately model them.
The literature suggests that the following variables are known to be associated with truck-related
crash frequency on two-lane rural highways:
Table 1 Summary of Reviewed Variable Coefficients

Variable

Range of coefficients

Literature

Degree of horizontal curve
Length of horizontal curve
Shoulder width (deviating from 12 ft)
Heavy vehicle volume (ADT)
Passenger car volume (ADT)

0.0007 – 0.38
0.006 – 0.18
0.007 – 0.48
0.0004 – 0.00143
0.00008 – 0.00018

(6) (15) (24) (25)
(6)
(6) (15)
(24) (25)
(24) (25)
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Statistical models that have been shown to be appropriate include:
Negative binomial regression - Crash data are analyzed as discrete data, as observations can only
exist as non-negative integers. The negative binomial regression model is an appropriate
statistical model because of its ability to account for overdispersion (commonly observed in crash
data). Negative binomial regression has repeatedly been used as a model to compare more
advanced statistical analyses (3, 5, 9, 22). Since this regression technique cannot account for
spatial or temporal correlation among observations, the negative binomial regression model will
only be treated as a preliminary model in the present study to compare models that do account for
spatial or temporal correlation.
Generalized estimating equations – One statistical analysis technique that accounts for temporal
correlation is the generalized estimating equations (GEEs) (16, 18, 20, 22, 30). GEEs capture
temporal correlations through predetermined correlation structures. The determination of the
correlation structure can be accomplished through certain goodness-of-fit measures such as the
quasi-likelihood information criterion (28) or by comparing cumulative residuals (30).
Random effects negative binomial – A modeling method that accounts for spatial and temporal
correlation is the random effects negative binomial regression (RENB) (9, 19, 22). This model
assumes that common unobserved effects are distributed over time and space. For example, the
unobserved effects could follow a Poisson or negative binomial distribution. Unless there are data
that explicitly account for spatial or temporal correlation, the RENB has been found to be a better
modeling technique than the negative binomial regression model (9).
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Chapter 3. Methodology
The dependent variables to be investigated in this study are total crashes and total heavy vehiclerelated crashes. This study focuses on crash frequency. Crashes are modeled at the municipal
level. Data from 2005 through 2010 are included in the analysis.
3.1 Poisson Regression Model
Crashes (dependent variables) are non-negative integer counts. It is common to estimate
statistical models of count data using Poisson regression (5). This regression models the
probability of a particular roadway segment, i, having yi crashes during a given period of time as
follows:
𝑦

𝑃(𝑦𝑖 ) =

(𝑒 𝜆𝑖 )( 𝜆𝑖 𝑖 )
𝑦𝑖 !

The parameter, λ, is the mean number of crashes expected for a predetermined duration; typically
annual frequency of crashes. This is commonly found through the use of explanatory variables,
such as geometric elements of a specific roadway segment. The functional form of the model is
expressed as follows:
𝜆𝑖 = 𝑒 (𝛽𝑋𝑖)
where Xi is a vector of explanatory variables (e.g. lane width, shoulder width) and β is a vector of
estimable regression parameters.
An underlying assumption of the Poisson distribution is that the mean is equal to the variance
(i.e., equidispersion). Previous research has shown that vehicular crash data exhibit a variance
greater than the mean; this is referred to as overdispersion (5, 6). The negative binomial
regression model does not restrict the mean to equal the variance and thus permits overdispersion
to be effectively considered in the model.
3.2 Negative Binomial Regression Model
The functional form of is the negative binomial regression model is as follows:
𝜆𝑖 = 𝑒 (𝛽𝑋𝑖+𝜀𝑖)
where exp(εi) is a gamma-distributed error term with a mean equal to 1 and a variance of α. The
negative binomial regression is actually equivalent to the Poisson if α = 0. This α term is referred
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to as the overdispersion parameter. The mean-variance relationship for the negative binomial
distribution is:
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑖 ) = 𝐸(𝑦𝑖 )[1 + 𝛼𝐸(𝑦𝑖 )]
where Var(yi) is the variance of observed crashes, y, occurring at location i and E(yi) is the
expected crash frequency at location i. According to Lord and Mannering (5), the negative
binomial model is probably the most common used in crash-frequency modeling. Limitations
with smaller sample sizes and its inability to handle underdispersed data are noted.
Since the negative binomial reduces to the Poisson if the overdispersion parameter is not
significantly different from zero, determining this significance is necessary. The method of
maximum likelihood is used to estimate model parameters. For negative binomial models the
likelihood function is:
𝑁

𝐿(𝜆𝑖 ) = ∏
𝑖=1

Γ(𝜃 + 𝑦𝑖 )
𝜃 𝜃 𝜆𝑖 𝑦𝑖
[
] [
]
Γ(𝜃)𝑦𝑖 ! 𝜃 + 𝜆𝑖
𝜃 + 𝜆𝑖

where N is the total number of locations, Γ is the gamma function, and θ = 1/α.
This study will pursue the use of a negative binomial regression model to find associations
between crashes (both total and heavy vehicle-related) and Marcellus well activity at the
municipality level. The impacts of Marcellus well activity will be captured in a “well frequency”
variable (wells per municipality) as its surrogate. Considering the negative binomial is a wellestablished method to estimate crash frequency, it will be compared to more advanced models to
assess model fit and predictive capability.
3.4 Random Effects Negative Binomial Regression Model
Considering the time disaggregation of crash data (by year), there exists the problem of serial
correlation in the data. Additionally, spatial correlation likely exists as well. Since this also exists,
it is best to treat observations in a time-series, cross-section panel with M location groups and T
time periods. Without treating the data as such, the estimated standard errors of the regression
coefficients will be underestimated since each observation actually contributes less information
than is assumed. Consequently, the t-ratios will be inflated and incorrect statistical inferences are
likely to be made (22).
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To account for spatial correlation, the RENB model can be adopted by introducing a random
location-specific effect term into the relationship between the expected number of crashes (𝜇̃it)
and the covariates, Xit, of an observation unit i in a given time period t, as follows:
𝜇̃𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖𝑡 𝜕𝑖
where 𝜕𝑖 is a random location-specific effect. To ensure a positive value, the term 𝜇̃it can be
rewritten as follows:
𝜇̃𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖𝑡 𝜕𝑖 = 𝑒 (𝑋𝑖𝑡 𝛽+𝜇𝑖)
where β is the coefficient vector to be estimated, µi the random effects across locations and
exp(µi) is gamma-distributed with a mean of one and variance α, where α is also the
overdispersion parameter in the NB model. The number of crashes within a municipality i for a
given year t (i.e. nit) is independently and identically NB distributed with parameters 𝜇𝑖𝑡 𝜕𝑖 and φi,
where 𝜇𝑖𝑡 = exp(Xitβ). Hence nit has mean 𝜇𝑖𝑡 𝜕𝑖 /φi and the variance (𝜇𝑖𝑡 𝜕𝑖 / φi)/z, where z =
1/1(1+𝜕𝑖 /φi,). Additionally, in order to account for the variation of location over time, z is
assumed to be a beta-distributed random variable with distributional parameters (r, s). Using the
results from the derivation of Hausman et al. (27), the probability density function of the RENB
model for the ith municipality is:
𝑃(𝑛𝑖𝑡 , … , 𝑛𝑖𝑇 |𝑋𝑖1 , … , 𝑋𝑖𝑇 ) =

√𝑎 + 𝑏√𝑎 + ∑𝑇 𝜇𝑖𝑡 √𝑏 + ∑𝑇 𝑛𝑖𝑡
√𝑎√𝑏√𝑎 + 𝑏 + ∑𝑇 𝜇𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝑇 𝑛𝑖𝑡

∏
𝑇

√𝜇𝑖𝑡 + 𝑛𝑖𝑡
√𝜇𝑖𝑡 √𝑛𝑖𝑡+1

The parameters a, b and the coefficient vector β can be estimated using any standard maximum
likelihood algorithms. In this RENB model, the random effect is added to the NB model by
assuming that the overdispersion parameter is randomly distributed across groups. This
formulation is better able to account for the unobserved heterogeneity across location and time.
A suitable goodness-of-fit statistic for count data models, which is similar to the coefficient of
multiple determination, is the log-likelihood ratio index, ρ2, given by:
𝜌2 = 1 −

𝑙(𝛽)
𝑙(0)

where l(β) is the log-likelihood value of the fitted model, and l(0) is the log-likelihood value of
the zero (constant-only) model. Like the R2 statistic, it has the undesirable characteristic that for
the same dataset, it will increase whenever new variables are added to the model. This
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disadvantage can be overcome by incorporating a correction for the number of covariates, m, to
give the adjusted log-likelihood ratio index:
𝜌−2 = 1 −
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𝑙(𝛽)−𝑚
𝑙(0)

Chapter 4. Data Sources
To perform the analyses, several sources of data were used, including roadway inventories, crash
databases, and well drilling locations. The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(PennDOT) provided the roadway inventory and crash data while the Pennsylvania Department
of Environmental Protection (PA DEP) provided the well drilling site data. Data were pooled
from both Bradford County and Adams County. Adams County was identified as a statistical
control county and is described further in Chapter 5. Each data source is described in more detail
below.
4.1 Roadway Inventory Data
Electronic roadway inventory data, from PennDOT’s Roadway Management System (RMS),
were provided for the years 2005-2009 (inclusive). These data consist of county, route, segment,
cross-section, and traffic volume data for approximately 40,000 miles of state-owned roadways in
the Commonwealth. Bradford County has approximately 927 miles of roadway; over 80 percent
of this mileage is classified as local or collector roads and over 96 percent of mileage is classified
as rural. In terms of AADT, volumes for Bradford County range from less than 50 to over 17,000
vehicles per day. To include 2010 volume data, linear interpolation was used from the previous
three years for each segment. When considering all segments, the average AADT is
approximately 1,300 vehicles per day. Most of the highway mileage exhibits a two-lane crosssection, with a small proportion of three-lane cross-sections that include truck climbing lanes.
Considering most of the mileage has a two-lane cross-section, the dataset was limited to two-lane,
undivided, rural highways. Horizontal curvature (in terms of number of curves within a segment,
or any data relating to curve degree or length) is not quantified in PennDOT’s RMS, and
therefore is not included in the data set. Since the literature suggests that some measure of
horizontal curvature is important when modeling crash frequency, lack of such data is a notable
deficiency.
In addition to the roadway inventory data, a separate set of heavy vehicle traffic data were
provided by PennDOT from 2007 to 2011. These data included information concerning heavy
vehicle volume data for individual roadway segments. The data provided did not include heavy
vehicle data for each analysis year because heavy vehicle counts are not performed annually by
PennDOT. Therefore, heavy vehicle counts had to be estimated by interpolation based on years
when counts were performed to fill in the years where traffic volume counts were not available.
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4.2 Crash Data
Electronic crash data were obtained from PennDOT for the years 2005 through 2010 (inclusive).
PennDOT organizes crash data into three formats; event, vehicle, and person. Crash “event” data
refers to each crash event being one row of data, regardless of how many vehicles or individuals
are involved in the crash. Crash “vehicle” data codes each vehicle involved in a crash as a row of
data. Crash “person” data codes each individual person involved in a crash as a row of data. For
example, if a particular crash event involves two vehicles, each vehicle with one driver and one
passenger, there would be one row in “event,” two rows in “vehicle,” and four rows in “person.”
The aim of this research only considers individual crash events, so all crash data were extracted
from the PennDOT “event” database.
These data contained information about the location and time of the crash, vehicle involvement,
crash characteristics, severity outcomes, and other event-based information. An important
variable within these crash data is an indicator regarding the involvement of both small truck and
heavy truck/vehicles. This classification is beneficial to identify if there are any changes in heavy
vehicle-related accidents from year to year. Specification of “heavy vehicles” is not detailed in
the PennDOT crash database dictionary, but serves as an indicator variable for crash reporting
(33). This variable is likely flagged at the discretion of the individual reporting the crash into the
crash management system.
4.3 Well Site Location Data
The well site location data were provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PA DEP). These data indicate all information regarding permitting and drill
operations. Information regarding well site locations includes global positioning coordinates,
coordinate datum, well depths, county, municipality, and whether the well uses horizontal drilling
– the data are compiled annually. These data are publicly available via the internet (1). It should
be noted that no well drilling activity was present in Bradford County during 2007, but there were
52 well sites in 2008 and more than 400 in 2009. As shown below, the number of well sites
dramatically increased in 2010 (830 sites) and 2011 (586 sites through August).
4.4 Building Analysis Data Files
Building the analysis data files required appending the roadway inventory, crash, and well
drilling location databases. As a result, common variables needed to be identified between data
sources in order to link them to one another. The PennDOT crash data were first filtered to only
consider Bradford and Adams counties (discussed later) and would serve as the foundation of the
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final dataset. Each crash datum contained information regarding county, state route, segment
number, and municipality. A “Segment ID” (a number generated from the data code
representation of county, state route, and segment number) was created as a common link which
could also be created in PennDOT’s RMS database. This “Segment ID” link allowed each crash
datum to also include roadway characteristics such as shoulder width and type.
Next, PennDOT RMS traffic data were used to add heavy vehicle volume data (represented as
percentage of heavy-vehicles, “% HV”) to each datum based on the Segment ID. These volume
data would match only for certain segments during certain years, since volume data on each
segment is not collected annually. To fill in missing heavy vehicle volume data, first a concept of
“route continuity” was used for each year. For example, a given state route has volume data for
the first four segments, no data for the next five segments, and data for the last two segments.
Segments without data were filled in based on “continuity.” Therefore, if the data gap is bounded
by equal values, then the missing values were filled in with that value (see Figure 4). If values
were unequal, the average of those values was used to fill in the missing data.
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Figure 4 Demonstrating how missing heavy vehicle data was filled

The last step to complete the analysis data files involved appending the variable indicating the
total number of wells within a municipality each year. Both the well site dataset and the full
dataset (including crash and roadway information) could be linked by municipality. Using the
municipality identifier, each link would be associated with the number of wells on a municipality
basis. A graphical procedure for this process is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Flow chart describing the dataset building process

To explain the dependent variables, the following independent variables are used. To control for
exposure effects, total VMT and heavy vehicle VMT are used. Additionally, the number of wells
per municipality is used as a surrogate variable to represent the degree of well drilling activity.
Data related to roadway cross-section widths (e.g., lane width, paved shoulder width, and total
shoulder width are also included in the statistical models). The sample size is derived from the
total number of municipalities between the two counties. Bradford County has a total of 51
municipalities (14 boroughs and 37 townships). One municipality, Le Raysville Borough, is not
included in the analysis because all segments within the Borough were eliminated in the data
reduction process. Adams County has a total of 34 municipalities (13 boroughs and 21
townships). As a result, the analysis has an annual sample size of n = 84. All statistical modeling
was done with Stata 12.0 statistics and data analysis software.
Table 2 provides a summary of variables used in this study.
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Table 2 Summary of Variables and Descriptive Statistics

Variable Category

Crashes (per year per
municipality)

Cross-section
(all variables are in terms
of percent mileage within
a municipality)

Traffic and highway
Environment

Variable
Total crash frequency
Fatal crash frequency
Major injury crash frequency
Fatal and major injury crash frequency
Moderate injury crash frequency
Minor injury crash frequency
Property damage only crash frequency
Unknown crash severity frequency
Small truck-related crash frequency
Heavy truck-related crash frequency
Travel way width < 14 ft
Travel way width between 14 ft and 19 ft
Travel way width between 20 ft and 21 ft
Travel way width between 22 ft and 23 ft
Travel way width = 24 ft
Travel way width ≥ 24 ft
Average paved shoulder width < 0.5 ft
Average paved shoulder width between 0.5 ft and 1 ft
Average paved shoulder width between 1.5 ft and 2 ft
Average paved shoulder width between 2.5 ft and 4 ft
Average paved shoulder width ≥ 4 ft
Total paved cross-section width ≤ 17 ft
Total paved cross-section width between 18 ft and 19ft
Total paved cross-section width between 20 ft and 21ft
Total paved cross-section width = 22 ft
Total paved cross-section width between 23 ft and 27ft
Total paved cross-section width between 28 ft and 32ft
Total paved cross-section width ≥ 33 ft
Length (in miles)
Vehicle miles traveled
Heavy vehicle miles traveled
Marcellus-related well sites (per municipality)

Note: Cross-sectional variables are percentages and sum up to 1.
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Minimum

Median

Mean

Maximum

Standard
Deviation

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.46496
2.4242E+05
2.4242E+04
0

10
0
0
0
1
3
5
0
3
0
0
0.18399
0.18424
0.22786
0.01619
0
0.55599
0
0
0.22350
0.05552
0
0.12453
0.04166
0
0.11588
0.19851
0.06652
17.00682
6.2795E+07
4.5661E+06
0

15.77380
0.26785
0.60119
0.56547
1.82738
4.82341
7.27976
0.97420
4.35714
0.94047
0.00755
0.28506
0.21693
0.24456
0.09027
0.15563
0.53211
0.02502
0.06912
0.24031
0.13345
0.07395
0.20292
0.09037
0.06589
0.17386
0.21021
0.18805
16.37202
1.1590E+08
1.0971E+07
2.60516

88
5
7
9
15
30
42
14
31
14
0.30006
1
1
1
0.72193
1
1
0.46603
0.74219
1
1
1
0.81360
1
0.59833
1
0.85351
1
51.16970
8.5339E+08
9.7063E+07
71

15.58796
0.60559
1.02628
1.12673
2.37295
5.43016
7.30018
1.56896
4.81929
1.56106
0.03279
0.29286
0.20411
0.22354
0.13330
0.25514
0.29979
0.07047
0.11774
0.23889
0.19021
0.15396
0.23430
0.11418
0.11037
0.19346
0.19733
0.26109
12.18811
1.5383E+08
1.4590E+07
8.78405

Chapter 5. Exploratory Analysis
5.1 Control County Selection
In order to assess the traffic impacts specific to natural gas drilling, it is important to find another
county (similar to Bradford County) that exhibits no Marcellus Shale formation. Considering the
shale formation mostly covers the northern and western parts of Pennsylvania (see Figure 6), the
south and east provided the most likely regions of the Commonwealth to identify a “control
county.”

Figure 6 Marcellus Shale formation in Pennsylvania - County Map1

Finding a comparable county in this region is difficult because of the urban populations in
Philadelphia, Reading, Lancaster, and the Lehigh Valley; Bradford County is primarily rural with
very little urban population. Two counties were identified as possibilities--Adams County and
Franklin County. Both counties have no Marcellus natural gas drilling and are relatively rural,
having only small urban areas (Gettysburg in Adams County and Chambersburg in Franklin
County). Considering the focus is on roadway crashes, the roadway inventory for Adams and

1

Source: Clear Air Council (accessed 5/13/2013) http://www.cleanair.org/program/outdoor_air_pollution/
marcellus_shale
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Franklin counties were compared to Bradford County to identify an appropriate control county.
Figures 7 and 8 below show the highway mileage composition of each county.

Figure 7 Rural highway composition by functional class

Figure 8 Small urban highway composition by functional class

Of the two potential control counties, Adams County appears to more closely resemble Bradford
County in terms of highway functional class composition, and was selected as the control county.
Beyond similar highway networks, Adams County also exhibited population and VMT statistics
closer to Bradford County.
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5.2 Crash Frequency
Crash frequencies were compiled for each county from 2000 to 2010 (inclusive). Each year, crash
frequencies were found for total crashes, fatal and major injury crashes, heavy vehicle-related
crashes, and heavy vehicle-related fatal and major injury crashes. For this first assessment, all
three counties were considered. In general, Franklin County exhibits a greater frequency of
crashes, followed by Adams County, and Bradford having the least. This is most likely due to
significant differences in AADT between the counties. These frequencies are shown between
2000 and 2010 in Figure 9.
2000
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Adams
Franklin

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Figure 9 Total crash frequencies, 2000-2010

When considering total crash frequencies, it appears that Bradford and Adams counties exhibit
similar trends between 2000 and 2009. Between 2009 and 2010, a significant decrease in total
crash frequencies occurred in Adams County (approximately 200 fewer total crashes in 2010
relative to 2009), while an increase in crashes occurred in Bradford County (approximately 100
more total crashes in 2010 relative to 2009).
Total fatal and major injury crashes may offer some insight to unique circumstances in Bradford
County. Figure 10 shows that from 2007 onward, both Adams and Franklin Counties exhibit a
noticeable downward trend in fatal and major injury crashes. Bradford County actually shows a
slight upward trend from 2008.
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Figure 10 Total fatal and major injury crash frequencies, 2000-2010

Frequency of heavy vehicle crashes shows a more dramatic trend, shown in Figure 11. Similarly,
Adams and Franklin Counties seem to be showing an overall decreasing trend in heavy vehicle
related crashes from 2007. Bradford County, however, shows a significant increase in these
crashes during 2010; nearly double the average frequency of crashes from the preceding ten

140
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60

Adams

40

Franklin

20
0
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Figure 11 Total heavy vehicle related crashes, 2000-2010

years. This sudden increase of considerable magnitude suggests there might be a change in the
transportation environment, possibly linked to well drilling activity in Bradford County. In 2010,
Bradford County well drilling activity nearly doubled (431 wells in 2009 to 830 wells in 2010).
Figure 11 also shows this trend reversal, where Adams and Franklin County show an overall
decrease in heavy vehicle-related fatal and major injury crashes, whereas Bradford shows a
steady rise in those crashes.
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Figure 12 Total heavy vehicle related fatal and major injury crashes, 2000-2010
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Chapter 6. Preliminary Modeling
An initial analysis was done to evaluate the expected frequency of total crashes and heavy
vehicle-related crashes in the pre- and post-Marcellus periods for Bradford and Adams counties.
This analysis was intended to statistically determine if crash frequencies differ between the years
before and after Marcellus well drilling activity began. Negative binomial regression models were
used and only including exposure variables (i.e. natural logarithm of vehicle miles traveled).
Modeling began by restricting to “pre-Marcellus” (2005 through 2007) and “post-Marcellus”
(2008 through 2010) periods; 2008 being the first year Marcellus-related natural gas drilling took
place in Bradford County. Total crashes and heavy vehicle-related crashes were modeled
separately for the before and after time periods using data from both Bradford and Adams
counties. Bradford County was modeled twice in the post-Marcellus period, once with just the
exposure variable and once with the exposure and well frequency variable. This was to directly
compare models pre- and post-Marcellus, and then to compare the possible influence of
Marcellus activity. In summary, the preliminary models presented in this thesis are as follows:


Total crash frequency;
o

o



Bradford County;


pre-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus with well frequency;

Adams County;


pre-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus;

Heavy vehicle-related crash frequency;
o

o

Bradford County;


pre-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus with well frequency;

Adams County;


pre-Marcellus;



post-Marcellus.
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6.1 Total Crash Frequency
Based on the exploratory analysis described in Chapter 5, the observed total crash frequency (i.e.,
crashes reported) showed relatively little change in both counties for both pre- and post-Marcellus
periods. The statistical analysis was used to model the expected crash frequency. The most
noticeable changes occurred between 2009 and 2010 where total crash frequency decreased in
Adams County but increased in Bradford County (refer to Figure 7).
Below is the output for Bradford County, both pre- and post-Marcellus in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3 Negative binomial model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.809

0.050

< 0.001

Constant

-10.560

0.794

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.086

0.024

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-388.866

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

178.98

Variable

2

Pseudo R =

0.187

Table 4 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.905

0.048

< 0.001

Constant

-11.909

0.757

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.067

0.019

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-398.743

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

213.49

Variable

2

Pseudo R =

0.211

Consistent with expectations, the exposure variable (natural logarithm of vehicle miles traveled)
is positive, reasonably close to 1, and is statistically significant. This suggests that increasing
VMT increases total crash frequency. What is noticeable is that the estimate for exposure is
greater in the post-Marcellus period. This suggests that more total crashes are expected to occur
in the post-Marcellus period than in the pre-Marcellus period for equal VMT. To determine if the
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expected total crash frequency models in the pre-Marcellus period in Bradford County is
statistically different from the post-Marcellus period, a likelihood ratio test is used; the null
hypothesis is that the regression coefficients in the pre- and post-Marcellus models are equivalent.
The test is specified as follows (32):
𝑀
2

𝜒 = −2 [𝐿𝐿(𝛽) − ∑ 𝐿𝐿(𝛽𝑚 )]
𝑚=1

where LL(β) is the log-likelihood of the model estimated for the “full” dataset (both pre- and postMarcellus periods) and LL(βm) is the log-likelihood of the “subset” dataset (both periods
separate), where m = 1, 2, …, M are the individual subsets (in this context, M = 2 for pre- and
post-Marcellus periods). To complete the transferability test, the following log-likelihoods were
used:


LL(β) Total model (pre- and post- Bradford County) =

-793.945



LL(β1)Pre-Marcellus Bradford County =

-388.866



LL(β2)Post-Marcellus Bradford County =

-398.743

Therefore,
𝜒 2 = −2[(−793.945) − (−388.866) + (−398.743)]
Comparing this result to a χ2 distribution, (where χ2(M-1,df) = χ2(2,3) = 7.82), 7.82 < 12.67 and
therefore the hypothesis is rejected, indicating that the model coefficients are not transferable.
This was expected, because the well-drilling activity began in 2008, corresponding to the postMarcellus period. Therefore, interpretation of the regression parameters is based on ratio of one
dataset (Bradford pre-Marcellus) to the other (Bradford post-Marcellus).
Performing the same transferability test for Adams County, the following log-likelihoods were
used:


LL(β) Total model (pre- and post- Adams County) =

-712.641



LL(β1)Pre-Marcellus Adams County =

-356.348



LL(β2)Post-Marcellus Adams County =

-354.045

Therefore,
𝜒 2 = −2[(−712.641) − (−356.348) + (−354.045)]
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Comparing this result to a χ2 distribution, (where χ2(M-1,df) = χ2(2,3) = 7.82), 7.82 > 4.50 and
therefore the hypothesis is not rejected, indicating that the regression coefficients in the preMarcellus period are similar to the post-Marcellus period. This not only reaffirms that Adams
County serves as a good control county for analysis, but also indicates that no Marcellus gas
drilling activity in a control county produces similar safety performance at the municipality level
between the periods 2005 through 2007, and 2008 through 2010.
Including well frequency in the model attempts to capture the degree of Marcellus drilling within
a municipality. Re-estimating the model, including this variable, shows exposure is still positive
and statistically significant, and well frequency is positive and marginally significant. The output
is shown in Table 5. The result of well frequency being positive is consistent with the hypothesis
that increases in well frequency (or Marcellus activity) within a municipality is associated with an
increase in total crash frequency. The log-likelihood improves with the addition of well frequency
as does the pseudo R2. This may show that the inclusion of well frequency helps explain
additional variability in the total crash frequency in Bradford County during the 2008 through
2010 period.
Table 5 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (with well frequency)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.897

0.047

< 0.001

Well frequency

0.005

0.003

0.077

Constant

-11.830

0.789

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.064

0.019

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-397.195

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

216.59

Pseudo R2 =

0.214

Figure 13 is a graphic showing the functional form of these models, comparing annual total
crashes within a municipality as VMT increases. The pre-Marcellus period is graphically shown
to have fewer total crashes than the post-Marcellus period (both with and without wells included)
for similar VMT. This difference becomes more pronounced as VMT increases. In municipalities
with lower VMT, there seems to be little noticeable difference between pre- and post-Marcellus
periods. The post-Marcellus, including well frequency, decreases total crash frequency slightly
from the model that only includes exposure. The well frequency variable is picking-up some of
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the traffic volume effect in the post-Marcellus period, hence producing a very similar curve
compared to the model neglecting said variable. To produce the function displayed for well
frequency, the average well frequency for the post-Marcellus period was used.
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Figure 13 Bradford County total crashes vs VMT

The same approach was used to examine Adams County during the pre- and post-Marcellus
periods. Again, these negative binomial regression models only consider exposure as the
independent variable. The outputs for these models are displayed in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6 Negative binomial model of pre-Marcellus Adams County total crashes

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.952

0.056

< 0.001

Constant

-12.604

0.932

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.146

0.030

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-356.384

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

145.04

Pseudo R2 =

0.169
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Table 7 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Adams County total crashes

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.829

0.046

< 0.001

Constant

-10.592

0.771

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.098

0.023

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-354.045

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

145.53

2

Pseudo R =

0.171

Similarly, log VMT was estimated to be positive, close to 1, and statistically significant. What
differs from this situation is, unlike Bradford County, total expected crash frequency seems to
decrease in the post-Marcellus period compared to the pre-Marcellus period. Figure 14 shows the
opposite effect in Bradford County. Fewer total crashes occur in municipalities with higher VMT
in the post period than the pre period. In other words, a county with no Marcellus activity actually
experienced a decrease in total expected crash frequency during the same time as Bradford
County’s increase.
The difference in the statistical models of crash occurrence between Bradford County and Adams
County seems to be consistent with the findings in the exploratory analysis. Adams County
experienced general decreases in total expected crash frequency from 2008 to 2010. Bradford
County, however, experienced a slight increase in total expected crash frequency, which is likely
driven by the reported crash increase in 2010. The models show graphically (Figures 13 and 14)
that there are noticeable differences between pre- and post-Marcellus periods in both counties.
With the inclusion of well frequency for post-Marcellus Bradford County, this analysis suggests
that had there been no natural gas drilling activity, total crash frequency would have decreased in
Bradford County, much like in Adams County.
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Figure 14 Adams County total crashes vs VMT

6.2 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crash Frequency
Unlike total crash frequencies observed in the exploratory analysis, heavy vehicle-related crash
frequencies were noticeably different when comparing the pre- and post-Marcellus periods. The
most noticeable feature of the exploratory analysis was the dramatic increase in heavy vehiclerelated crashes in 2010 relative to 2009 within Bradford County. Heavy vehicle-related crash
frequency was relatively consistent for the entire decade prior to 2010 (an average of 28.5 heavy
vehicle-related crashes from 2000 through 2009 versus 72 crashes in 2010). Additionally, the
comparison counties (Adams and Franklin) showed a noticeable decrease in heavy vehicle-related
crashes in the post-Marcellus era (refer to Figure 11). Exploring heavy vehicle-related crash
frequency is logical because of the rapid increases in heavy vehicle traffic required for natural gas
drilling. Since large numbers of heavy vehicles entered the traffic stream, it is logical to expect
that a larger portion of total crashes are heavy vehicle-related.
The outputs for these models are shown below in Tables 8 and 9.
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Table 8 Negative binomial model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.973

0.180

< 0.001

Constant

-16.065

2.885

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.432

0.332

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-128.346

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

30.91

2

Pseudo R =

0.108

Table 9 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.723

0.169

< 0.001

Constant

-11.683

2.678

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.968

0.353

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-165.156

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

20.08

2

Pseudo R =

0.057

Similar to what was observed for total crash frequencies, modeling heavy vehicle-related crash
frequencies show that the exposure coefficient (log vehicle miles traveled) is large and
statistically significant. While the coefficient differs substantially from pre- to post-Marcellus
periods (nearly 1 for pre period and less than 0.75 for post period), the constant also differs
considerably.
When including well frequency, the variable is again positive and statistically significant (shown
in Table 10). The well frequency variable is more significant (i.e., lower p-value) and has a
parameter estimate that is nearly a magnitude greater in the heavy vehicle-related crash model
than in the total crash model. This suggests that well frequency has a greater association with
heavy vehicle-related crash frequency than total crash frequency.
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Table 10 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes (with well
frequency)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.675

0.167

< 0.001

Well frequency

0.018

0.009

0.059

Constant

-11.116

2.627

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.857

0.336

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-163.369

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

23.65

2

Pseudo R =

0.068

Figure 15 shows a similar relationship between pre- and post-Marcellus periods, similar to the
results shown in Figure 13. Because of the differing scales, it at least appears that the difference
between pre- and post-Marcellus periods for heavy vehicle-related crashes is more distinct.
Regardless, it is noteworthy that the post-Marcellus period exhibits a greater frequency than the
pre-Marcellus period for all municipalities, regardless of VMT. Similar to Figure 13, the average
2
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Figure 15 Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT
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well frequency in post-Marcellus Bradford County was used to graph the function, and the curve
is again nearly identical to the model without well frequency. The models graphically depict that
heavy vehicle-related crash frequency in the pre-Marcellus period will exceed the post-Marcellus
period when well frequency is considered.
The statistical modeling results for heavy vehicle-related crash frequency in Adams County were
expected to have similar results relative to the total crash frequency modeling results. The output
is shown in Tables 11 and 12 (below).
Table 11 Negative binomial model of pre-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

1.043

0.163

< 0.001

Constant

-16.781

2.728

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.593

0.191

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-162.280

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

42.71

Variable

2

Pseudo R =

0.116

Table 12 Negative binomial model of post-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.936

0.156

< 0.001

Constant

-15.553

2.642

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.247

0.196

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-128.384

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

35.34

Variable

2

Pseudo R =

0.121

The results for coefficients and statistical significance, again, are within expectations and are
consistent with previous models. The graphical representation of these models is shown below in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT

Similar to Figure 14, Adams County exhibits less heavy vehicle-related crashes in the postMarcellus period within municipalities of similar VMT.
Much like what was observed in total crash frequency, heavy vehicle-related crash frequency
shows that post-Marcellus Bradford County experienced an increase in annual crashes whereas
Adams County experienced a decrease. These models are, again, consistent with the findings
from the exploratory study.
6.3 Well Frequency Impact
Since these models suggest that well frequency increases both total and heavy vehicle-related
crash frequency, it is important to provide a practical idea of how much crash frequencies are
affected by the drilling activity in Bradford County. Figures 17 and 18 show comparisons
between the Bradford County models that do not include well frequency overlaid with models
showing annual crash frequencies predicted by different levels of well frequency from 10 wells
per municipality to 70 wells per municipality.
Figure 17 shows how annual total crash frequency with a Bradford County municipality increases
with every 10 additional wells. Similar to the previous graphics, higher VMT is associated with
higher expected crash frequencies. At the upper bound of VMT, a municipality with 70 wells can
expect 13 more crashes per municipality per year than in the pre-Marcellus period. .
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Figure 17 Total crashes vs VMT for different well densities
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Figure 18 Heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT for different well densities
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Figure 18 shows a similar effect with heavy vehicle-related crash frequency. The model suggests
that at the highest level of VMT, a municipality with 70 wells will expect 2.5 more heavy
vehicle-related crashes per municipality per year when compared to the pre-Marcellus period.
Regardless of specific increases in crash frequencies, it is more apparent that increasing well
frequency in municipalities with higher VMT can exhibit increasing highway safety concerns.
Total crashes provide general insights concerning these increases, but the heavy vehicle-related
crashes are of greater concern. Because of the economic value of heavy vehicle cargo (such as
drilling equipment) combined with increased crash severity associated with heavy vehicle-related
crashes, examining heavy vehicle-related crash frequency could prove to be beneficial in
understanding the potential economic costs associated with the natural gas activity in Bradford
County.
The well frequency in Bradford County has increased dramatically since the beginning of 2008.
Table 13 (below) shows that although mean well frequency is relatively low, there are
municipalities that have high well densities. As drilling activity continues, more municipalities
are likely to be subjected to these high well densities, and subsequently experience higher total
and heavy vehicle-related crash frequencies.
Table 13 Increases in Bradford County Marcellus wells

Year

Mean well frequency

Maximum well frequency

2008

1.00

9

2009

7.74

52

2010

15.92

66
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Chapter 7. Modeling (Cross-sectional variables)
Additional statistical modeling was performed to assess the possible relationship between crash
frequency and roadway cross-section dimensions, notably paved shoulder width and total paved
cross-section width. The sections below will detail:
1. The negative binomial analysis and results
2. The random effects negative binomial analysis and results
3. The comparison between the NB and RENB models for predictive power.
Cross-sectional variables are segment-specific attributes. Considering the analysis is done at the
municipal level, a means of translating cross-sectional effects for an individual municipality was
needed. To address this issue, percent mileage was determined for the following variables:


Travel way width – the total width of the travel lanes on a given cross-section;



Average total shoulder width – the average width of shoulder (both sides, paved and
unpaved) for a given cross-section.



Average paved shoulder width – the average width of paved shoulder (both sides) for a
given cross-section, and;



Total paved cross-section – the total width of pavement for a given cross-section.

These variables are graphically shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Roadway cross-section diagram

These values were determined for all segments in the data set, and then total mileage within a
municipality was determined for each variable. The total mileage for each variable was then
computed as a percentage of total mileage within a municipality.
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Figure 20 Roadway composition example

Figure 20 illustrates an example of how the percent mileages were calculated. An example
municipality, “Municipality A,” is shown with 37 miles of two-lane rural roadway identifying
two variables: average paved shoulder width and total paved width. The roadway symbology in
Figure 20 shows mileage of roadway that has different cross-sectional dimensions. As shown in
the chart above, the total mileage of roadway for each attribute is found as a percentage of the
total roadway mileage. For example, there are 17 miles of two-lane rural roadway with a total
paved width less than 20 feet (all blue roadways). Therefore, since there are 37 total miles, 46percent of Municipality A’s roadways are less than 20 feet wide.
Through the modeling process, the two particular variables were found to show a degree of
statistical significance: average paved shoulder width and total paved cross-section width. The
following sections of this thesis describe the statistical modeling results to estimate expected
crash frequencies as a function of VMT and various roadway cross-section features.
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7.1 Average Paved Shoulder Width (APS)
Exploratory analysis among crash frequency and cross-sectional variables revealed that roadways
with wider paved shoulders (greater than 2.5 feet) were found to have less total expected crash
frequency compared to roadways with narrower paved shoulders. The value of 2.5 feet has been
derived from iteratively aggregating paved shoulder width data to produce a statistically
significant variable. Averaged paved shoulder width, however, was found not to be statistically
significant when modeling heavy vehicle-related crashes despite various data aggregations. The
analysis results are discussed below.
7.1.1 Total Crash Frequency – Negative binomial models (including APS)
Below is the negative binomial model output for total crashes in Bradford County, both pre- and
post-Marcellus periods in Tables 14 and 15.
Table 14 NB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including APS)

Variable

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.8151

0.049

<0.001

Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft1

-0.4912

0.159

0.002

Constant

-10.5230

0.047

<0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.0733

0.022

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-384.128

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

188.46

Pseudo R2 =

0.197

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 15 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including APS)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.9094

0.047

<0.001

Average paved shoulder >2.5 ft1

-0.4617

0.144

0.001

Constant

-11.8369

1.742

<0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.0540

0.018

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-393.744

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

223.49

2

Pseudo R =
1

0.221

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.
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Consistent with expectations, exposure (VMT) is statistically significant and relatively close to 1.
Additionally, the models suggest that as the proportion of mileage among roads with shoulders
greater than 2.5 feet wide increases, expected crash frequency decreases. In both pre- and postMarcellus period Bradford County, the average paved shoulder width variable is statistically
significant, although the magnitude of the effect is smaller in the post-Marcellus period.
To determine if the datasets are transferable, the same test is performed using the combined loglikelihoods for all time periods, as well as the subsets of data for each time period. Performing the
transferability test, the following log-likelihoods are:


LL(β) Total model (pre- and post- Bradford County w/ APS) =

-786.003



LL(β1)Pre-Marcellus Bradford County (w/ APS) =

-384.128



LL(β2)Post-Marcellus Bradford County (w/ APS) =

-393.744

Therefore,
𝜒 2 = −2[(−786.003) − (−384.128) − (−393.744)]
Comparing this result to a χ2 distribution, (where χ2(M-1,df) = χ2(2,3) = 7.82), 7.82 < 16.26 and
therefore the hypothesis is rejected, which indicates that the statistical models are not
transferable. Therefore, interpretation of the parameters is based on ratio of one dataset (Bradford
pre-Marcellus) to the other (Bradford post-Marcellus).
When including the well frequency variable (shown in Table 16), the negative binomial model
remains consistent with regards to the average paved shoulder width variable, which is negative
and statistically significant. Table 16 also shows that well frequency is positive and statistically
significant at the 90 percent confidence level. Again, this suggests that increases in well
frequency also increase total crash frequency, while increases in percent mileage of roadways
with wider paved shoulders decreases total crash frequency.
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Table 16 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (with well frequency, including APS)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.9025

0.046

<0.001

-0.4568

0.142

0.001

Well frequency

0.0043

0.002

0.077

Constant

-11.7675

0.733

<0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.0501

0.017

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-392.208

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

226.56

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

1

2

Pseudo R =
1

0.224

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Figure 20 shows the functional form of the models provided in Tables 14 through 16, comparing
expected annual total crash frequency per municipality per year as a function of VMT. The preMarcellus period is graphically shown to experience fewer total expected crashes than the postMarcellus period (both with and without well frequency included) for similar VMT. Similar to
the preliminary analysis, the difference becomes greater as VMT increases. Figure 21, however,
suggests little difference between the post-Marcellus periods when comparing the model output
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Figure 21 Bradford County total crashes vs VMT (NB, including APS)
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with and without well frequency. This is likely the result of VMT and the model constant
picking-up the well effect when it is omitted from the model specification.
The same approach was used to examine Adams County for total crash frequency in both pre- and
post-Marcellus periods with the average paved shoulder variable considered. The output for these
models is shown in Tables 17 and 18.
Table 17 NB model of pre-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including APS)

Variable

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.9806

0.063

<0.001

Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft1

-0.2567

0.243

0.292

Constant

-12.9760

0.995

<0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.1428

0.029

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-355.837

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

146.14

Pseudo R2 =

0.170

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 18 NB model of post-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including APS)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.8696

0.054

<0.001

Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

-0.3113

0.222

0.161

Constant

-11.1177

0.850

<0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.0915

0.023

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-353.090

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

147.44

Pseudo R2 =

0.173

Similar to Bradford County, the average paved shoulder variable is negative, and marginally
significant. Again, this suggests that municipalities with a greater percent mileage of roads with
wider shoulders experience lower crash frequencies. Figure 22 shows that the post-Marcellus
period has a lower crash frequency than the pre-Marcellus period. Much like in the preliminary
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analysis, a municipality within a county with no Marcellus activity (Adams) showed a decrease in
crash frequency while the Bradford County municipalities experienced an increase.
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Figure 22 Adams County total crashes vs VMT (NB, including APS)

These findings remain consistent with the exploratory and preliminary analyses where Adams
County shows a general decrease in total expected crash frequency in the post-Marcellus period.
The inclusion of the shoulder cross-sectional variable does not cause the models to deviate from
this trend.
To determine the impact of well frequency suggested from the model, Figure 23 shows how
annual total expected crash frequency within a Bradford County municipality increases with
every 10 additional wells. Similar to the previous graphics, higher VMT is associated with crash
increases. At the upper bound of VMT, a municipality with 70 wells can experience
approximately16 more expected crashes relative to the pre-Marcellus period.
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Figure 23 Total crashes vs VMT for different well densities (NB, including APS)
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7.1.2 Total Crash Frequency – RENB models (including APS)
The same set of variables was used in random effects negative binomial models to account for
spatial and temporal correlation within the analysis data. Using the same sequence as previous
sections, the models presented in this section of the thesis are:
1. Pre-Marcellus Bradford County
2. Post-Marcellus Bradford County
3. Post-Marcellus Bradford County (including well frequency)
4. Pre-Marcellus Adams County
5. Post-Marcellus Adams County
Tables 19 and 20 show output for the first set models, showing results for total expected crash
frequency during pre- and post-Marcellus periods in Bradford County without well frequency.
Table 21 shows the output for post-Marcellus Bradford County with the well frequency
independent variable.
Table 19 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including APS)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.7996

0.048

<0.001

Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft1

-0.5031

0.165

0.002
<0.001

Variable

1

Constant

-9.9630

0.7884

ln r

18.2546

414.618

ln s

17.9446

418.618

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-384.128

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

3.3E-05

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 20 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including APS)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.8973

0.053

<0.001

-0.4301

0.162

0.008

Constant

-10.533

0.973

<0.001

ln r

5.226

0.617

ln s

1

1

Parameter estimate

4.098

0.661

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-393.914

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

5.15

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.
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Table 21 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including with well frequency) (APS)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.8927

0.053

<0.001

-0.4244

0.162

0.009

Well frequency

0.005

0.002

0.023

Constant

-10.2569

1.044

<0.001

ln r

5.335

0.646

ln s

3.957

0.602

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-391.444

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

6.69

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

1

1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

All variables in these models are consistent with expectations derived from the previous model
sections in terms of the following:


Exposure is positive, close to “1,” and statistically significant.



The average paved shoulder width variable is negative and statistically significant,
indicating that municipalities having higher percentages of mileage with average paved
shoulder widths greater than 4 feet experience lower expected total crash frequencies.



Well frequency is positive and statistically significant, indicating that municipalities with
higher well densities experience higher expected crash frequencies.

Figure 24 shows the graphical representations of the RENB models. Similar to the graphs
produced by the negative binomial models, the post-Marcellus period shows that, as VMT
increases, the expected crash frequency increases, and the rate of increase is greater in the postversus pre-Marcellus period. More noticeable, however, is the effect well frequency has on total
expected crash frequency. The RENB model shows a noticeable increase due to well frequency
when compared to the post-Marcellus period without well frequency considered.
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Figure 24 Bradford County total crashes vs VMT (RENB, including APS)

The output for total crash frequency during pre- and post-Marcellus periods in Adams County
models are shown below in Tables 22 and 23, respectively.
Table 22 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (APS)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

1

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.9084

0.083

<0.001

0.0788

0.277

0.776

Constant

-11.654

1.336

<0.001

r

3.115

0.414

s

2.804

0.406

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-353.173

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

25.91

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

The RENB models for Adams County reveal that the average paved shoulder width variable is
not statistically significant, suggesting there is no difference in expected total crash frequency
between municipalities with greater percent mileage of “wide shoulder roads” than those with
lower percent mileage. Figure 25 shows the graphical representation of the Adams County RENB
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Table 23 RENB model of post-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including APS)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.8485

0.077

<0.001

-0.1297

0.317

0.682

Constant

-10.758

1.269

<0.001

r

3.571

0.439

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder > 2.5 ft

1

s

3.447

0.571

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-344.121

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ vs pooled =
1

10.94

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

models, and as expected, the graphs very much resemble the previous models where postMarcellus Adams County shows lower expected total crash frequency than pre-Marcellus Adams
County.
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Figure 25 Adams County total crashes vs VMT (RENB, including APS)

Examining the effects of well frequency from the RENB models in Bradford County show similar
results (graphically) to the NB models shown in Figure 26. A noticeable difference is that the preMarcellus function begins to exceed the post-Marcellus functions at around 5 million vehicle
miles traveled. For example, if a municipality exhibits 15 million VMT and has less than
approximately 30 wells, the crash frequency could be expected to be lower for the pre-Marcellus
period than the post-Marcellus period.
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Figure 26 Total crashes vs VMT for different well densities (RENB, including APS)
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7.1.3 Total Crash Frequency - Comparison between NB and RENB (including APS)
The following Tables (Tables 24 through 28) show a comparison between variable estimates and
p-values for the negative binomial model and random effects negative binomial model for each
scenario. The information in these tables is a summary of the information previously presented in
the above sections regarding the inclusion of the average paved shoulder width variable.
Additionally, comparisons between reported mean crash frequency and the predicted crash
frequency for each model are present for all scenarios. These differences are summarized and
discussed in Table 29.
Table 24 Total Crashes Pre-Marcellus Bradford County (including APS)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.815 (0.049)

0.800 (0.048)

<0.001

<0.001

Average paved shoulder < 2.5ft1

-0.491 (0.159)

-0.501 (0.165)

0.002

0.002

Constant

-10.523 (0.047)

-9.963 (0.788)

<0.001

<0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-384.128

-385.212

Reported mean crashes =

8.86

% difference

NB Estimate =

6.864

-22.50%

RENB Estimate =

8.822

-0.40%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 25 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Bradford County (including APS)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.909 (0.047)

0.897 (0.053)

<0.001

<0.001

Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder < 2.5ft

1

-0.462 (0.144)

-0.430 (0.162)

0.001

0.008

Constant

-11.837 (1.742)

-10.533 (0.973)

<0.001

<0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-393.744

-393.914

Reported mean crashes =

10.607

% difference

NB Estimate =

8.215

-22.50%

RENB Estimate =

24.149

127.70%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.
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Table 26 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Bradford County (with well frequency) (including APS)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.903 (0.046)

0.893 (0.053)

<0.001

<0.001

-0.457 (0.142)

-0.424 (0.162)

0.001

0.009

Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder < 2.5ft

1

Well frequency

0.004 (0.002)

0.005 (0.002)

0.077

0.023

Constant

-11.768 (0.733)

-10.257 (1.044)

<0.001

<0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-392.208

-391.444

Reported mean crashes =

10.607

% difference

NB Estimate =

8.175

-22.90%

RENB Estimate =

30.085

183.60%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 27 Total Crashes Pre-Marcellus Adams County (including APS)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.981 (0.063)

0.908 (0.083)

<0.001

<0.001

Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder < 2.5ft

1

-0.257 (0.243)

0.079 (0.277)

0.292

0.776

Constant

-12.976 (0.995)

-11.654 (1.336)

<0.001

<0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-355.837

-353.174

Reported mean crashes =

24.637

% difference

NB Estimate =

37.913

53.90%

RENB Estimate =

27.494

11.60%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.

Table 28 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Adams County (including APS)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.870 (0.054)

0.849 (0.077)

<0.001

<0.001

-0.311 (0.222)

-0.130 (0.317)

0.161

0.682

<0.001

<0.001

Log vehicle miles traveled
Average paved shoulder < 2.5ft

1

Constant

-11.118 (0.85)

-10.758 (1.269)

Model Log likelihood =

-353.090

-344.121

Reported mean crashes =

24.676

% difference

NB Estimate =

34.749

40.80%

RENB Estimate =

31.051

25.80%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with an average paved shoulder width equal to or exceeding 2.5 feet.
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Table 29 shows a direct comparison between the reported mean crash frequency for each scenario
and how well each model predicts mean crash frequency. The negative binomial models
(particularly for Bradford County) consistently underestimate the reported mean crash frequency
by between 34.8 and 36.2 percent. The negative binomial prediction for Adams County
underestimated mean crash frequency between 20 and 28 percent.
Table 29 Percent Difference of Observed to Predicted Model Estimates (including APS)

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

RENB
Estimate

NB
% diff

RENB
% diff

Bradford/Pre

8.86

5.78

7.90

-34.80%

-10.82%

Bradford/Post

10.61

6.77

21.11

-36.16%

99.00%

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

10.61

6.79

27.15

-36.00%

155.98%

Adams/Pre

24.64

17.87

23.55

-27.48%

-4.43%

Adams/Post

24.68

19.54

21.07

-20.81%

-14.61%

The random effects negative binomial predictions vary considerably across the models. In some
instances, the model underestimates the reported mean crash frequency, while in other cases, the
model overestimates the reported mean crash frequency. In several cases, however, the RENB
model more closely predicts the reported crash frequency (Bradford pre-Marcellus, and Adams
pre- and post-Marcellus periods) than the NB model. In two cases (Bradford post-Marcellus with
and without well frequency variable), the RENB model is less precise than the NB model.
Another means of comparing models is calculating the mean squared errors comparing the
observed average crashes to the estimated average crashes for each model. The mean squared
error is calculated by:
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂𝑖 )2
𝑛

where yi is the estimated number of crashes, 𝑦̂𝑖 is the observed number of crashes, and n
represents the total sample size (32). When comparing the two models, the lower MSE indicates
which model is a closer fit to the observed data. Table 30 summarizes the MSE results for NB
and RENB across models for total crash frequency including the APS variable.
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Table 30 MSE Summary for Total Crash Frequency including APS

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

NB MSE

RENB
Estimate

RENB
MSE

Bradford/Pre

8.86

8.87

18.92

33.21

971.58

Bradford/Post

10.61

10.59

3.62

32.44

116.50

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

10.61

11.14

24.26

32.95

791.65

Adams/Pre

24.64

25.03

79.57

30.14

114.39

Adams/Post

24.68

24.62

54.33

27.19

63.47

As shown in Table 30, the NB model shows consistently lower MSE when compared the RENB,
suggesting a better fit for the observed data.
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7.2 Total Paved Cross-sectional Width (TPC)
Road width (generally) was hypothesized to be a contributing factor to total crash frequency and
heavy vehicle-related crash frequency. A narrower road provides drivers less “forgiveness”
regarding lane positioning, and therefore increases the potential to deviate from the travel lane
and/or roadway. The increased heavy vehicle volumes associated with Marcellus-related activity
may have an influence on crash frequency because of the space required for larger drilling
vehicles to navigate. While divisions between shoulders and the delineated traveled way may
have some impacts on driver behavior, larger vehicles would be more inclined to encroach onto
the shoulder in an effort to shy away from the centerline that divides opposing traffic. As a result,
the total paved cross-section width was investigated with the notion that heavy vehicle drivers
(such as those related to Marcellus Shale drilling activity) would use the entire paved surface.
The variable used to measure total paved shoulder width at the municipal level was determined in
the same manner as for average paved shoulder width. The variable represents the percent
mileage of roadway within a municipality that has a total paved cross-section of x range of feet.
Since narrower roads are assumed to increase expected crash frequencies (i.e., the estimate is
expected to be positive), a “narrow road threshold” was established for roadways that have a total
paved cross-section of less than 20 feet. The value of 20 feet has been derived from iteratively
aggregating total paved cross-sectional width data to produce a statistically significant variable.
The sections below detail the model output and analysis.
7.2.1 Total Crash Frequency – Negative binomial models (including TPC)
Below is the negative binomial model output for Bradford County, both pre- and post-Marcellus
periods in Table 31 and 32. Table 33 includes the well frequency variable.
Table 31 NB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including TPC)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.808

0.050

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

0.020

0.164

0.905

Constant

-10.561

0.794

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.086

0.024

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-388.859

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

178.990

Pseudo R2 =

0.187
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1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 32 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.898

0.048

< 0.001

1

0.298

0.155

0.054

Constant

-11.946

0.755

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.065

0.019

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-396.899

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

217.180

Pseudo R2 =

0.215

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 33 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes with well frequency (including TPC)

1

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.892

0.047

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

0.267

0.155

0.085

Well frequency

0.004

0.003

0.122

Constant

-11.873

0.749

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.065

0.019

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-395.716

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

219.540

Pseudo R2 =

0.217

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Much like the previous models, the cross-sectional variable (total paved cross-sectional width)
has a positive sign, suggesting that a municipality with greater percent mileage of narrow roads
experiences higher expected total crash frequencies. Well frequency (again) is shown to be
positive and statistically significant. A point of note is how this cross-sectional variable is
significant in the post-Marcellus period (both with and without considering well frequency) but
not in the pre-Marcellus period. The log likelihood and pseudo R2 also improves in the postMarcellus period compared to the pre-Marcellus period. This implies that these variables increase
the amount of variability in the total crash frequency explained by the model while Marcellusrelated activity is occurring in Bradford County.
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Figure 27 shows graphical representations of the models as a function of VMT. Similar to
previous models discussed, the post-Marcellus period exhibits higher expected total crash
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Figure 27 Bradford County total crashes vs VMT (NB, including TPC)

frequencies relative to the pre-Marcellus period, as VMT increases. Well frequency has some
impact compared to the background post-Marcellus condition but is mostly affected by VMT and
the constant. Negative binomial models for Adams County during the pre- and post-Marcellus
periods, including the effects of total paved shoulder width, are shown below in Tables 34 and 35.
Table 34 NB Model of pre-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.926

0.056

< 0.001

1

1.449

0.743

0.051

Constant

-12.247

0.925

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.146

0.030

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-354.492

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

148.830

Pseudo R2 =

0.174

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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The models for Adams County show the total paved cross-section variable as marginally
significant in both pre- and post-Marcellus periods. What is most noticeable is the magnitude of
the parameter estimate for this cross-section variable. The parameter estimates are greater than
“1” suggesting a significant increase in expected crash frequency for municipalities with varying
percent mileages of narrow roads.
Table 35 NB model of post-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including TPC)

1

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.812

0.047

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

1.289

0.819

0.115

Constant

-10.338

0.773

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.098

0.023

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-352.813

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

147.990

Pseudo R2 =

0.173

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Figure 28 Adams County total crashes vs VMT (NB, including TPC)

Consistent with previous models, Figure 28 shows a graphical representation of the two models
as a function of VMT where the post-Marcellus period shows a decrease in expected crash
frequency relative to the pre-Marcellus period in Adams County.
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Figure 29 graphically shows the effects of increasing well frequency for equivalent VMT in
Bradford County, controlling for the total paved cross section variable. Similar to the previous
generations of this graphic, the impact of well frequency increases as VMT increases.
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Figure 29 Total crashes vs VMT for different well densities (NB, including TPC)
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7.2.2 Total Crash Frequency – RENB models
The same set of variables was considered in random effects negative binomial models to examine
if spatial and temporal correlation could be captured.
Tables 36 and 37 show the output for pre- and post-Marcellus Bradford County without well
frequency, where Table 38 includes the well frequency variable in the post-Marcellus period.
Table 36 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including TPC)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.7797

0.051

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft

0.0263

0.180

0.884

Constant

-9.8711

0.826

< 0.001

r

272.382

366.694

s

213.397

308.753

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-389.579

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

0.65

Table 37 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes (including TPC)

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.885

0.055

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft

0.280

0.178

0.116

Constant

-10.632

0.974

< 0.001

r

131.006

70.176

s

43.809

23.262

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-395.957

2

Log likelihood-ratio Χ vs pooled =

69

10.18

Table 38 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County total crashes with well frequency (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.882

0.055

< 0.001

1

0.249

0.179

0.164

Well frequency

0.005

0.002

0.029

Constant

-10.400

1.029

< 0.001

r

146.262

85.500

s

39.079

19.554

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-393.688

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

12.15

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

In a similar fashion to the negative binomial models, the cross-sectional variables are positive in
both periods and statistically significant in the post-Marcellus period only. The well frequency
variable is positive and statistically significant. The log likelihood also improves in the postMarcellus period models relative to the pre-Marcellus model.
Figure 30 shows the graphical representations of the random effects negative binomial models
during the pre- and post-Marcellus periods in Bradford County.
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Figure 30 Bradford County total crashes vs VMT (RENB, including TPC)
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The random effects negative binomial model suggest that well frequency has a noticeably higher
expected total crash frequency as VMT increases relative to the negative binomial model (refer
Figure 26).
The results for the random effects negative binomial models for Adams County are shown below
in Tables 39 and 40. These models produced large parameter estimates for the total paved crosssection variable; similar to the negative binomial model output. Additionally, the standard errors
are, again, larger for the Adams County models compared to the Bradford County models.
Table 39 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including TPC)

1

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.904

0.077

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

0.715

0.747

0.339

Constant

-11.675

1.226

< 0.001

r

23.897

9.603

s

19.294

8.445

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-352.762

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

21.11

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 40 RENB model of post-Marcellus Adams County total crashes (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.814

0.063

< 0.001

1.336

1.101

0.225

Constant

-10.306

1.113

< 0.001

r

36.974

16.035

s

33.247

18.904

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-343.503

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

10.93

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Figure 31 shows the graphical representation of these models as a function of VMT for pre- and
post-Marcellus periods in Adams County. Compared to the negative binomial graph (refer Figure
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28), the difference between crash frequency is less noticeable between the periods, suggesting
that crash frequency was relatively unchanged in Adams County throughout the study period
when using a RENB model.
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Figure 31 Adams County total crashes vs VMT (RENB, including TPC)

Figure 32 shows the random effects negative binomial model graphically depicting the effects of
well frequency. Unlike the negative binomial model, the random effects negative binomial model
shows a very noticeable difference between the pre- and post-Marcellus periods. The postMarcellus period shows a dramatic increase in total crash frequency compared to the preMarcellus period (67 more crashes at the highest VMT). Additionally, the effects of well
frequency show an even greater crash frequencies when 70 wells are present within a
municipality increasing.
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Figure 32 Total crashes vs VMT for different well densities (RENB, including TPC)
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7.2.3 Total Crash Frequency - Comparison between NB and RENB
The following Tables (Tables 41 through 45) show a comparison between variable estimates and
p-values for the negative binomial model and random effects negative binomial model for each
scenario. The information in these tables is a summary of the information previously presented in
the above sections regarding the inclusion of the total paved cross-section variable.
Additionally, comparisons between observed mean crash frequency and the predicted crash
frequency for each model are present for all scenarios. These differences are summarized and
discussed in Table 46.
Table 41 Total Crashes Pre-Marcellus Bradford County (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.808 (0.050)

0.780 (0.051)

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.0195 (0.164)

0.026 (0.180)

0.905

0.884

< 0.001

< 0.001

Constant

-10.561 (0.794)

-9.871 (0.826)

Model Log likelihood =

-388.859

-389.579

Observed mean crashes =

8.86

% difference

NB Estimate =

6.864

-22.50%

RENB Estimate =

8.822

-0.40%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.

Table 42 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Bradford County (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.898 (0.048)

0.885 (0.055)

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.300 (0.155)

0.280 (0.178)

0.054

0.116

Constant

-11.946 (0.755)

-10.632 (0.974)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-396.899

-395.957

Observed mean crashes =

10.607

% difference

NB Estimate =

8.215

-22.50%

RENB Estimate =

24.149

127.70%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 43 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Bradford County (with well frequency, including TPC)

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.892 (0.047)

0.882 (0.055)

< 0.001

< 0.001

1

0.267 (0.155)

0.249 (0.179)

0.085

0.164

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft
Well frequency

0.004 (0.003)

0.005 (0.002)

0.122

0.029

Constant

-11.873 (0.749)

-10.400 (1.029)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-395.716

-393.688

Observed mean crashes =

10.607

% difference

NB Estimate =

8.175

-22.90%

RENB Estimate =

30.085

183.60%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 44 Total Crashes Pre-Marcellus Adams County (including TPC)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.926 (0.056)

0.904 (0.077)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

1.449 (0.743)

0.715 (0.747)

0.051

0.339

< 0.001

< 0.001

Constant

-12.247 (0.925)

-11.675 (1.226)

Model Log likelihood =

-354.492

-352.762

Observed mean crashes =

24.637

% difference

NB Estimate =

37.913

53.90%

RENB Estimate =

27.494

11.60%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 45 Total Crashes Post-Marcellus Adams County (including TPC)

Variable

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.812 (0.047)

0.814 (0.063)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

1.289 (0.819)

1.336 (1.101)

0.115

0.225

Constant

-10.338 (0.773)

-10.306 (1.113)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-352.813

-343.503

Observed mean crashes =

24.676

% difference

NB Estimate =

34.749

40.80%

RENB Estimate =

31.051

25.80%

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
1

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 46 shows a direct comparison between the observed mean crash frequency for each
scenario and how well each model predicts mean crash frequency. The negative binomial models
(particularly for Bradford County) consistently underestimate the observed mean crash frequency
by between 22.5 and 23 percent. The negative binomial prediction for Adams County
overestimated mean crash frequency between 40 and 54 percent. This would suggest that at least
the negative binomial model can be easily calibrated by a simple multiplier to more accurately
predict total crash frequency as a function of exposure, percent mileage of “narrow roads,” and
well frequency. The multiplier can be derived as a function of ratios between observed and
estimated crashes by the negative binomial crashes. For example, models without the well
frequency variable can multiply predicted number of crashes by 1.29 (i.e. the ratio of observedto-estimated; e.g. 8.86 observed crashes/6.86 estimated crashes ≈ 1.29).
Table 46 Percent Difference of Observed to Predicted Model Estimates (including TPC)

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

RENB
Estimate

NB
% diff

RENB
% diff

Bradford/Pre

8.86

6.86

8.82

-22.53%

-0.42%

Bradford/Post

10.61

8.22

24.15

-22.55%

127.67%

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

10.61

8.18

30.09

-22.92%

183.63%

Adams/Pre

24.64

37.91

27.49

53.89%

11.59%

Adams/Post

24.68

34.75

31.05

40.82%

25.84%

The random effects negative binomial closely predicts the reported number of crashes for the preMarcellus Bradford County period, but varies from model to model with how well it predicts the
mean reported total crash frequency. The lack of any consistency between scenarios with the
random effects negative binomial model suggests a limitation in its predictive power.
Table 47 summarizes the comparison of MSE between NB and RENB across all models for total
crash frequency including the TPC variable. Again, the MSE comparisons show the NB
outperforms the RENB for most models. However, for post-Marcellus Adams County, the RENB
shows a lower MSE. Although the MSE is better for the RENB in this case, the magnitude of
difference is negligible when looking across the other comparisons.
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Table 47 MSE Summary for Total Crash Frequency including TPC

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

NB MSE

RENB
Estimate

RENB
MSE

Bradford/Pre

8.86

8.89

20.89

11.26

29.30

Bradford/Post

10.61

10.62

23.99

31.40

677.56

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

10.61

10.68

23.72

39.33

1288.78

Adams/Pre

24.64

21.69

90.61

27.74

101.04

Adams/Post

24.68

23.02

67.68

24.88

66.41

7.2.4 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crash Frequency – Negative binomial models
Using the same methodology, the same variables were used to predict heavy vehicle related
crashes. The negative binomial model results for Bradford County are shown in Tables 48, 49,
and 50.
Table 48 NB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

0.983

0.180

< 0.001

1.565

0.670

0.019

Constant

-17.031

2.952

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.352

0.309

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-125.466

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

36.670

2

Pseudo R =
1

0.128

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 49 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

1

Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.704

0.170

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

0.928

0.579

0.109

Constant

-11.825

2.698

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.918

0.345

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-163.866

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

22.660

Pseudo R2 =

0.065

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 50 NB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes with well frequency
(including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.662

0.168

< 0.001

1

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

0.815

0.574

0.156

Well frequency

0.016

0.009

0.083

Constant

-11.279

2.656

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.828

0.330

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-162.354

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 (1) =

25.680

Pseudo R2 =

0.073

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Consistent with expectations established from previous models, the variables are all positive and
statistically significant. The paved cross-section variable is significant across all Bradford County
models. Additionally, the well frequency variable too is significant and positive. The log
likelihood ratio improves in the post-Marcellus period, suggesting that these sets of variables
better explain heavy vehicle-related crashes for post-Marcellus Bradford County compared to the
pre-Marcellus period. Figure 33 shows the graphical representation of the model results
comparing annual expected total crash frequency per municipality as a function of vehicle miles
traveled.
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Figure 33 Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT (NB, including TPC)

Similar to the figures previously shown, the post-Marcellus period demonstrates an overall
increase in annual total crash frequency relative to the pre-Marcellus period for similar VMT. The
inclusion of well frequency does not show a significant effect on total crash frequency in the postMarcellus period when including the total paved cross-section variable in the model.
Examining heavy vehicle-related crash frequency for Adams County should be expected to have
similar results as the total crash frequency. The output is shown in Tables 51 and 52.
Table 51 NB model of pre-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

1.038

0.164

< 0.001

1

0.534

1.876

0.776

Constant

-16.725

2.737

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.593

0.191

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-162.239

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

2

1

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

42.800

Pseudo R2 =

0.117

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 52 NB model of post-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.922

0.157

< 0.001

1

1.600

2.173

0.462

Constant

-15.355

2.652

< 0.001

Dispersion parameter (α)

0.224

0.194

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-128.124

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

2

1

Log likelihood-ratio Χ (1) =

35.860

Pseudo R2 =

0.123

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

The model results for Adams County show that while parameter estimates are as expected in
terms of signs, the total paved cross-section variable is insignificant for both pre- and post-
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Marcellus periods. The graphical representation of these results is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34 Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT (NB, including TPC)

The effects of well frequency in Bradford County are shown graphically in Figure 35. Like
previously shown with other models, increases in well frequency within a municipality are shown
to increase expected heavy vehicle-related crash frequency.
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Figure 35 Heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT for different well densities (NB, including TPC)
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7.2.5 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crash Frequency – RENB models (including TPC)
Heavy vehicle-related crash frequencies were then modeled using RENB models, including the
total paved cross-section variable. Tables 53 through 55 detail Bradford County.
Table 53 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

1.047

0.184

< 0.001

1.532

0.699

0.028

Constant

-16.970

3.084

< 0.001

r

3.51E+07

2.04E+10

s

1.19E+07

6.91E+09

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-123.746

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

1.3E-0.5

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 54 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.704

0.163

< 0.001

1

0.725

0.545

0.184
< 0.001

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Constant

-11.479

2.595

r

5337155

6.21E+09

s

4171097

4.85E+09

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-163.459

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

0.00

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 55 RENB model of post-Marcellus Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crashes with well frequency
(including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.687

0.162

< 0.001

1

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

0.602

0.551

0.274

Well frequency

0.014

0.007

0.050

Constant

-11.215

2.572

< 0.001

r

675115

4.90E+08

s

486191

3.53E+08

Number of observations =

150

Log likelihood =

-161.798

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

0.00

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Parameter estimates remain consistent in terms of sign and magnitude when compared to the
negative binomial models. The models indicate that, as VMT increases, expected heavy vehiclerelated crash frequency increases. However, trends differ from the previous results where the preMarcellus period appears to be similar to post-Marcellus period at low VMT. A departure occurs
as VMT increases and shows the post-Marcellus period exhibiting lower predicted heavy vehiclerelated crash frequency than pre-Marcellus period (with and without well frequency considered).
This is likely due to non-significant variables distorting the outcomes.
Table 56 and 57 summarize the model results for heavy vehicle-related crashes when considering
the TPC variable pre- and post-Marcellus Adams County.
Table 56 RENB model of pre-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Variable

1

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.996

0.186

< 0.001

Paved cross-section < 20ft1

-0.450

2.093

0.830

Constant

-15.492

3.050

< 0.001

r

10.286

5.896

s

5.722

4.057

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-160.596

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

4.49

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 57 RENB model of post-Marcellus Adams County heavy vehicle-related crashes (including TPC)

Parameter estimate

Standard
error

P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.981

0.208

< 0.001

1

1.424

2.873

0.620
< 0.001

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Constant

-14.648

3.926

r

27.715

27.760

s

4.899

5.614

Number of observations =

102

Log likelihood =

-125.348

Log likelihood-ratio Χ2 vs pooled =

1.24

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

As shown in Tables 56 and 57, parameter values are similar in magnitude, although the sign for
the paved cross-section variable is negative. While this is counter-intuitive, the variable is highly
insignificant.
The trends revered again when looking at Adams County, which predict heavy vehicle-related
crashes increasing in the post-Marcellus period compared to the pre-Marcellus period. Again, this
anomaly may be attributed to the use of non-statistically significant variables which are distorting
expected outcomes.
Figure 38 details the effects of Bradford County heavy vehicle-related crash frequencies as well
frequency increases. As consistent with previous results, increasing well frequency is associated
with an increase in crash frequency. Here, higher well densities (i.e. exceeding 60 wells per
municipality) show that the post-Marcellus period predicts more crashes than the pre-Marcellus
period.
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Figure 36 Heavy vehicle-related crashes vs VMT for different well densities (RENB, including TPC)
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7.2.6 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crash Frequency - Comparison between NB and RENB
The following Tables (Tables 58 through 62) show a comparison between variable estimates and
p-values for the negative binomial model and random effects negative binomial model for each
scenario. The information in these tables is a summary of the information previously presented in
the above sections regarding the inclusion of the total paved cross-section variable.
Additionally, comparisons between observed mean crash frequency and the predicted crash
frequency for each model are present for all scenarios. These differences are summarized and
discussed in Table 63.
Table 58 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crashes Pre-Marcellus Bradford County (including TPC)

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.983 (0.180)

1.047 (0.184)

< 0.001

< 0.001

1

1.565 (0.670)

1.532 (0.699)

0.019

0.028

< 0.001

< 0.001

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Constant

-17.031 (2.952)

-16.970 (3.084)

Model Log likelihood =

-125.466

-123.746

Observed mean crashes =

0.506667

% difference

NB Estimate =

0.406

-19.80%

RENB Estimate =

1.145

125.90%

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 59 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crashes Post-Marcellus Bradford County (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

1

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.704 (0.170)

0.704 (0.163)

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.928 (0.579)

0.725 (0.545)

0.109

0.184

Constant

-11.825 (2.698)

-11.479 (2.595)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-163.866

-163.459

Observed mean crashes =

0.72667

% difference

NB Estimate =

0.666

-8.30%

RENB Estimate =

0.838

15.30%

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 60 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crashes Post-Marcellus County (with well frequency, including TPC)

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

Log vehicle miles traveled

0.662 (0.168)

0.687 (0.162)

< 0.001

< 0.001

1

0.815 (0.574)

0.602 (0.551)

0.156

0.274

Variable

Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

Well frequency

0.016 (0.009)

0.0139 (0.007)

0.083

0.050

Constant

-11.279 (2.656)

-11.215 (2.572)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-162.354

-161.798

Observed mean crashes =

0.72667

% difference

NB Estimate =

0.65

-10.60%

RENB Estimate =

0.88

21.10%

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 61 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crashes Pre-Marcellus Adams County (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

1

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

1.038 (0.164)

0.996 (0.186)

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.534 (1.876)

-0.450 (2.093)

0.776

0.830

Constant

-16.725 (2.737)

-15.492 (3.050)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-162.239

-160.596

Observed mean crashes =

1.76471

% difference

NB Estimate =

1.458

-17.40%

RENB Estimate =

1.73

-2.00%

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.

Table 62 Heavy Vehicle-Related Crashes Post-Marcellus Adams County (including TPC)

Variable
Log vehicle miles traveled
Paved cross-section < 20ft

1

1

NB Estimate

RENB Estimate

NB
P>|z|

RENB
P>|z|

0.922 (0.157)

0.981 (0.208)

< 0.001

< 0.001

1.600 (2.173)

1.424 (2.873)

0.462

0.620

Constant

-15.355 (2.652)

-14.648 (3.926)

< 0.001

< 0.001

Model Log likelihood =

-128.124

-125.348

Observed mean crashes =

1.06863

% difference

NB Estimate =

1.251

17.00%

RENB Estimate =

6.282

487.80%

Represents proportion of mileage within municipality with paved cross-section width less than 20 feet.
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Table 63 shows a direct comparison between the observed mean crash frequency for each
scenario and how well each model predicts mean crash frequency. The negative binomial models
(particularly for Bradford County) consistently underestimated the observed mean crash
frequency by between 8 and 20 percent. These results are similar to what was seen for the total
crash frequency models in terms of consistently underestimating crash frequency. When
modeling the heavy vehicle-related crashes however, the percent difference range is wider, and
therefore more difficult to calibrate the predictive equation with a simple multiplier. The negative
binomial models for Adams County under- and overestimated mean crash frequency by -17 to
+17%.
Table 63 Percent Difference of Observed to Predicted Model Estimates (including TPC)

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

RENB
Estimate

NB
% diff

RENB
% diff

Bradford/Pre

0.51

0.41

1.15

-19.83%

125.92%

Bradford/Post

0.73

0.67

0.84

-8.35%

15.28%

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

0.73

0.65

0.88

-10.60%

21.10%

Adams/Pre

1.76

1.46

1.73

-17.37%

-1.99%

Adams/Post

1.07

1.25

6.28

17.04%

487.85%

The random effects negative binomial closely predicts pre-Marcellus Adams County reported
crash frequency, but varies considerably with reported crash frequencies for other scenarios
shown in Table 63. The lack of any consistency between scenarios for the random effects
negative binomial model suggests a limitation in its predictive power, particularly with the
magnitude of some of the differences (e.g. post-Marcellus Adams County predicted nearly 500%
greater crash frequency than the observed).
Table 64 summarizes the comparison of MSE between NB and RENB across all models for
heavy vehicle-related crash frequency including the TPC variable. Consistent with previous
results, the NB models outperform the RENB models.
Table 64 MSE Summary for Heavy Vehicle-Related Crash Frequency including TPC

County/Period

Observed

NB
Estimate

NB MSE

RENB
Estimate

RENB
MSE

Bradford/Pre

0.51

0.51

0.60

1.50

2.49

Bradford/Post

0.73

0.72

1.24

0.93

1.29

Bradford/Post (w/ wells)

0.73

0.73

1.20

1.01

1.30

Adams/Pre

1.76

1.73

2.95

2.41

3.38

Adams/Post

1.07

1.06

0.89

5.85

25.74
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Research
An increase in traffic volumes, particularly heavy truck volume, may increase crash occurrence or
severity in Marcellus Shale gas drilling regions. As a preliminary assessment of this issue,
electronic roadway inventory, crash, and well drilling data were compiled from PennDOT and PA
DEP. The exploratory analysis in this thesis suggests that there may be an association between
increased well-drilling activity and heavy vehicle-related crash frequency.

8.1 Summary of Findings
There are several key findings from this research. Notably, the NB models generally outperform
the RENB models when examining total crash frequency and heavy vehicle-related crash
frequency. Across most of the models estimated, the NB models were shown to have lower mean
squared errors than the RENB models when comparing predicted to reported crash frequencies.
The addition of cross-sectional variables reaffirmed this notion. Therefore, interpretations should
be made from only the NB models.
Bradford County was also found to have non-transferable datasets between pre- and postMarcellus periods which necessitates interpretation of Marcellus drilling impacts to be made from
ratios of the parameters between models. Adams County was found to have transferable datasets
between pre- and post-Marcellus periods, and hence serves as a good control county to compare
against Bradford. This finding indicates that the statistical models developed for Adams County
in 2005 to 2007 could be used to predict crashes in 2008 through 2010, meaning the expected
crash frequencies as a function of VMT did not change appreciably during these periods.
Given these main findings, model interpretation should be limited to the NB models of Bradford
County. All NB models of Bradford County show that total crashes and heavy vehicle-related
crashes are higher in the post-Marcellus period when compared to the pre-Marcellus period. The
figures (referencing Figures 21, 27, 33) below consistently show this difference between both
pre- and post-Marcellus periods for total and heavy vehicle-related crashes. The heavy-vehicle
related crashes NB model (which includes TPC) shows a convergence of expected crashes
between both periods at around 24 million VMT. However, only one municipality in Bradford
County (Wysox Township) experiences VMT higher than 24 million.
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Considering the non-transferability of the datasets between pre- and post-Marcellus period
Bradford County, the ratio of the crash frequency estimates can be used as a means of
interpretation. These ratios are summarized in Table 65.
Table 65. Summary of observed and NB predicted crash frequency ratios (Post-to-Pre).

Model

Total Crashes (APS)
Total Crashes (TPC)
Heavy Vehicle-related
Crashes (TPC)

Observed/
NB Estimate

Cross Sectional
Variables Only
(Post/Pre)
Post
Ratio

Pre

With Well Frequency
Post

(Post/Pre)
Ratio

Observed

8.86

10.61

1.198

10.61

1.198

NB Estimate

8.87

10.59

1.194

11.14

1.256

Observed

8.86

10.61

1.198

10.61

1.198

NB Estimate

8.89

10.62

1.195

10.68

1.201

Observed

0.51

0.73

1.431

0.73

1.431

NB Estimate

0.51

0.72

1.412

0.73

1.431

The ratios of both observed and estimated crash frequency consistently show an increase in
crashes from pre-Marcellus Bradford County to post-Marcellus Bradford County. For total crash
frequency accounting for APS, the NB shows a 19.4-percent increase in predicted crash
frequency. When accounting for well frequency, the predicted crash frequency increases to 25.6percent when compared to the pre-Marcellus period. This finding is consistent across total crash
and heavy vehicle-related crash frequencies where the post-Marcellus period models estimate
more crashes when considering only cross sectional variables, and even more so when well
frequency is included.

8.2 Conclusions
Preliminary assessment of crash data suggested that there has been a dramatic increase in heavy
vehicle related crashes in 2010 compared to the previous ten years. Using negative binomial and
random effects negative binomial statistical models, analyses were conducted to see if there was
any statistical relationship between the increase in heavy vehicle-related crash frequency and
Marcellus Shale-related activity modeled as well frequency (i.e. wells per municipality).
Negative binomial statistical models were used as a basis for crash analysis to compare to the
more advanced random effects negative binomial model that accounts for spatial and temporal
correlation. Overall, the negative binomial models performed better in nearly all analyses and
provided noticeably greater predictive power than the random effects negative binomial models.
This finding is consistent with results from Ulfarsson and Shankar (21) that found that the
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random effects negative binomial model outperforms the negative binomial when there are no
variables accounting for spatial or temporal correlations. Since the data was parsed by pre- and
post-Marcellus time periods, this may have diminished the effectiveness of the random effects
negative binomial models.
In terms of roadway cross section considerations, average paved shoulder width and total paved
cross section were found to be significant for predicting crashes in this analysis. Considering the
analysis was at the municipal level, mileage of individual segment widths were quantified and
then calculated as a percent of total mileage within the municipality. Under these conditions,
average paved shoulder widths greater than 2.5 feet were found to be negative and statistically
significant. These results suggest that municipalities with a higher percentage of roadways with
average paved shoulder widths greater than 2.5 feet are expected to have lower crash frequencies.
This finding is consistent with expectations that wider shoulders should be associated with lower
crash frequencies.
Total paved cross-sectional width was also calculated as a municipal wide measure by percent
mileage. Under these conditions, total paved cross-sectional width less than 20 feet was found to
be positive and statistically significant for all models in the post-Marcellus period, but not the
pre-Marcellus period. These results suggest that municipalities with a larger percentage of
roadways with total paved cross-sections less than 20 feet have higher expected crash
frequencies.

This finding is consistent with expectations that wider roadways should be

associated with lower crash frequencies relative to narrow roadways.
The estimates for the effect of well frequency were found to be statistically significant and
positive for all models. Parameter estimates were small in magnitude (between 0.004 and 0.016)
suggesting that although well frequency is associated with an increase in expected crash
frequency (for both total and heavy-vehicle related crashes), the effect would only affect
roadways with higher VMT relative to the average municipality in Bradford County.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The purpose of this thesis was to conduct a preliminary investigation of potential transportation
safety issues related to Marcellus Shale drilling activity. To expand on the findings of this study
the following recommendations for future research are offered:
Identify specific Marcellus-related trucking routes
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This study attempted to capture transportation safety impacts due to Marcellus Shalerelated heavy vehicle traffic. However, the variables used encompassed all heavy vehiclerelated crashes and not specifically heavy vehicles used for Marcellus Shale drilling
operations. One method of reducing the error in this approach would be to include an
indicator variable at the segment level that identifies whether a segment is permitted for
Marcellus-related trucking. By identifying Marcellus-related trucking routes, an analysis
can be conducted to determine if the crash frequencies differ from the non-Marcellusrelated trucking routes. Much like the cross-section variables used in this study, the
proportional mileage of Marcellus-permitted versus non-permitted roads for each
municipality can be used.
Investigate specific crash types
The focus of this thesis encompassed all crash types for both total crash frequency and
heavy vehicle-related crash frequency. However, Marcellus gas exploration is likely to
produced scenarios where proportions of crash types may change. On non-intersection
segments, two specific crash types (head-on and opposite direction side-swipe) can be
associated with larger vehicles requiring more road surface space, and these crash types
should be considered in future research.
Investigate crash severity
Modeling crash severity would be essential for determining the costs of Marcellus-related
traffic safety impacts. Because differing crash severities are associated with different
societal costs, consideration of crash severity outcomes would offer an opportunity to
determine how Marcellus gas drilling activities affect severe crash outcomes, which
would help justify highway improvement prioritization and expenditures (31). A
recommendation for modeling crash severity would be to expand the dataset to include
either more years or more counties. Parsing data by crash severities is likely to further
limit the number of data points that exist in Bradford County which has the potential to
prevent the models from converging. The additional data from either more counties or
years may be a solution should model convergence be an issue.
Include horizontal curvature data
The literature frequently identified horizontal curvature (both length and degree) to be
statistically significant variables when modeling crash frequencies. A weakness in the
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models presented was the exclusion of such variables. Horizontal curve data are not
currently available in electronic format in Pennsylvania, and the analysis was done at the
municipal level, which did not provide an opportunity to explicitly consider horizontal
curve effects on safety performance. Future studies should address this issue in an
attempt to improve model results.

Include more years of data (pre- and post-Marcellus periods)
One of the limitations of this study involved the limited number of data points available.
Including more years of data (both pre- and post-Marcellus periods) would increase the
sample size and likely improve model predictions. Each additional year of data would
provide 84 additional municipal observations (between both Bradford and Adams
County).
Include more Marcellus affected counties
Another means of increasing sample size would be to include more Marcellus-affected
counties in Pennsylvania in future analyses. Thirty-nine out of 67 counties in
Pennsylvania have had Marcellus Shale-related drilling operations. For example,
neighboring Tioga County has experienced similar Marcellus Shale-related drilling
activity and would add an additional 39 municipalities per year to future analyses. An
important task for including additional counties would be to determine the specific year
to divide pre- and post-Marcellus periods.
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